Agenda
Health & Equity Workgroup – Meeting #3
Tuesday, March 8, 2016
3:00 p.m. – 4:30 p.m.
Beaverton Library: Meeting Room A, 12375 SW 5th St., Beaverton OR
Purpose of Meeting
• Review final transportation investment packages that will move forward for evaluation.
• Review and discuss proposed evaluation framework, with criteria and measures for evaluating
the transportation investment packages.
Agenda Items
3:00pm

Welcome and Agenda Review

Andrew Singelakis,
Washington County
Sylvia Ciborowski, JLA
Public Involvement

3:10pm

Study Update: Future Conditions and Transportation Investment
Packages
Review emerging trends, future conditions and transportation
investment packages proposed for evaluation in this study.
Presentation will reflect proposed changes to investment packages
based on public comment received.

Erin Wardell,
Washington County
Dyami Valentine,
Washington County

Evaluation Framework and Criteria
Review the proposed framework, criteria and measures for evaluating
the transportation investment packages. Discuss concerns and
suggestions for improving the evaluation methodology to understand
health and equity impacts of the transportation investment packages.

Scott Richman, David
Evans and Associates

4:25pm

Next Steps

Chris Deffebach,
Washington County

4:30pm

Closing
Andrew thanks members for participating and closes the meeting.

Andrew Singelakis

3:40pm

Terry Moore,
ECONorthwest
Sylvia Ciborowski
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Agenda
HEWG Meeting #2 Summary
Emerging Trends and Future Conditions Report
Transportation Investment Options Report
Evaluation Framework Report
Winter 2015/2016 Public Outreach Summary
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Meeting Summary
Health & Equity Workgroup – Meeting #2
Monday, August 17, 2015
3:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Beaverton Library, Cathy Stanton Conference Room, 12375 SW 5th St., Beaverton OR 97005

Members and Attendees Present
Alfonso Lopez-Vasquez, Study Advisory
Committee (SAC) Member and Pacific
University
Amanda Garcia Snell, Washington County
Department of Health and Human Services
Andrew Singelakis, Washington County
Department of Land Use & Transportation
Ann Blaker, Bienestar
Jennie Proctor, Washington County Office of
Community Development

Kimberly Armstrong, Washington County
Department of Housing Services
Phillip Wu, Study Advisory Committee (SAC)
Member and Kaiser Permanente
Maria Caballero-Rubio, Centro Cultural
Sam Diaz, 1000 Friends of Oregon
Scotty Ellis, Metro
Steve Boughton, Washington County Bicycle
Transportation Coalition
Steve Franks, Washington County Department
of Land Use & Transportation

Study Team and Staff
Chris Deffebach, Washington County
Dyami Valentine, Washington County
Erin Wardell, Washington County
Mike Dahlstrom, Washington County
Karen Savage, Washington County

Jay Lyman, David Evans and Associates
Jeanne Lawson, JLA Public Involvement
Kenya Williams, JLA Public Involvement

Welcome and Introductions
Andrew Singelakis, Director, Washington County Department of Land Use & Transportation, welcomed
participants to the meeting. The study team staff and workgroup members introduced themselves.
Jeanne Lawson, facilitator, reviewed the agenda and the purpose of the meeting – to gather input on
evaluation criteria to measure the health and equity values, and to discuss ideas for the transportation
investment packages.

Study Update
Chris Deffebach, Washington County, provided a brief update about the values statement and shared a
graphic which detailed the link between scenarios and transportation investment packages.
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Trends, Challenges and Transportation Investment Packages
Erin Wardell and Dyami Valentine, Washington County, presented future trends and challenges facing
the county and the approach for developing transportation investment packages and ideas for those
packages with a focus on health and equity concerns. The changes in socio-economic data also were
presented and following the presentations [see handouts] the team sought input on the needs for
future investments from a health and equity lens.

Committee Discussion
Current Trends and Land Use Scenarios
Members were asked to discuss: Are there any health and equity trends that you feel will have a strong
influence on land use that have not been included?


Need to be more deliberate, exact, and inclusive of diverse populations. For example, look at
demographics of the K-12 system to understand what our population will look like decades from
now, and consider their income levels related to housing and transportation needs. The current
elementary school population includes a large portion of Hispanic and Latino populations.



Climate refugees will likely include a large number of wealthy retirees coming to region. They
will have a different lifestyle and higher disposable income. Low-income populations are the
least mobile; they will be the ones least able to move due to climate change influences.



Look at gentrification data to see if/where spatial relationships may be intensifying.



Changes in political leadership at the state or federal level can influence transportation. Look at
patterns to see how political parties allocate transportation resources. Similarly, widening
disparity in political belief and stalemate has an impact on policy making.



See if there are specific immigrant communities and unique needs they have (for example,
large families that need larger housing). Staff noted that household size and inmigration of
foreign-born populations is being considered, but the projections can’t forecast where specific
immigrant communities could be living in the future.



Affordable housing supplemental funding term limits are typically thirty or forty years and then
that housing may revert to market rate. Consider the supplemental funding expiration dates,
and what that might mean for availability of affordable housing in the future.



One trend is that communities of color are moving to satellite communities and cities west.



Don’t let averages mask disparities based on race and income. A relatively few high-income
earners can result in a skewed average and misrepresent the overall income impression of a
community or census block.



Transportation technology (like e-bikes and autonomous vehicles) might impact the future.

Washington County Transportation Futures Study
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One member recommended that staff look into this resource: Western Interstate Commission for Higher
Education which develops 10 year reports on the demographics of education, to help better understand
what might be expected of future populations in public schools.

Transportation Investment Packages
Members had a discussion on: What future transportation challenges should the study address, and
what investments should be included to address those challenges? Members identified:


The need for an adequate transportation link to housing and jobs. Consider whether there is a
mismatch between housing and employment. Transit lines may be a limiting factor. For
example, if transit lines continue to only connect east-west well (not north-south), it could
perpetuate a lack of access to jobs that are not along that east-west line.
Keep people and the money within Washington County by adequately serving those transit
needs. Keep jobs and affordable housing within reasonable distance of one another and
appropriate connections between jobs and housing.



Currently there are long distances between transit “hubs.” The goal should not be a 90-minute
commute (too long). There should be more strategically located hubs and reduction in commute
times. Last mile connections are important as well.



Federal guidelines require dispersed, not concentrated, affordable housing. More high capacity
transit may be needed to serve dispersed affordable housing.



A “Friends of 175th“group has organized and went to the Study Advisory Committee (SAC) to
communicate their concerns. This is an example of a community that has a voice. As this study
continues, we need to find more ways to listen to and be responsive to “unheard voices,” –
those who are not able to come out to meetings to bring their concerns.



Criteria that is used for Metro area transportation funding tends to favor urban areas.. How
can we influence criteria so that it favors Washington County, and particularly north-south
connections?



One challenge is siting of schools. Schools are not necessarily sited where the need is, but rather
where land is inexpensive. This impacts transportation system development and the community.



We know where residential land uses are in the future, but we cannot predict location of
affordable housing in the future. Affordable housing tends to go where there are affordable
lands. If we continue to invest transportation dollars in strong, high capacity corridors, then
those corridors will get stronger and more expensive, and will lead to greater disparity between
affordable housing and transit. Try to diversify transportation investments—so that we invest
in both strong corridors, and also in communities with low-income populations that have few
transportation options.



One challenge is that bike and pedestrian gaps may remain into the future. Bike and pedestrian
facilities are often designed at local level (cities), which perpetuates lack of regional connectivity

Washington County Transportation Futures Study
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and integrated planning. There is a need for integrated regional planning that crosses
geographic boundaries.


For safety and mobility reasons, we need to think about road planning that gets commercial
trucks and freight off of the system that pedestrians, bicyclists and transit users use. We could
have dedicated truck paths in addition to dedicated bike/ped paths.



Transportation investments should serve both commute and non-commute trip demands.
(Staff noted that they are considering both in the modeling.) If most trips are not work related,
then perhaps more of the investment needs to go to non-work related/recreational trips.



From a health perspective, we should promote a transportation system that facilitates
recreational trips, so that we aren’t just going from home to work. There should be good
transportation options to reach recreational areas, like trails and open spaces. One challenge is
that, the more time a family spends on essential transportation (getting to work), it deprives
them of the opportunity to recreate, which negatively impacts the health of the whole family.

Health and Equity Evaluation Measures
Chris Deffebach presented draft evaluation measures to assess the health and equity values of the
transportation alternatives in this study. [See handouts]

Committee Discussion
Members were asked to discuss: What are the best methods to define vulnerable populations in the
future? What are the best measures to evaluate trade-offs for health and equity values in this futures
study?

Defining “Vulnerable Populations”


Members discussed using income as a proxy for vulnerable populations. One person said that it
may be good to lead with “income” to define vulnerable populations because there is a
correlation between race and income, and because we are not strictly talking about racial
justice.
On the other hand, it seems that other processes and jurisdictions are using race as a proxy for
income, focused on racial equity. Our current data and how we currently define things is going
to drive the future, and how we think about future disparities. It makes sense to adopt racial
equity as a framework looking out into the future. However, it is difficult to turn this into
evaluation measures.



Recommend looking into this reference: EPA C-FERST/Environmental Justice Communities. This
work looks at specific transportation measures, and maps it out.



Historically, housing and transportation policies have been discriminatory, and many of these
discriminatory policies are still being implemented. We need to consider this moving forward.

Washington County Transportation Futures Study
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One guideline is: transportation planning should be considered from the view of a person
pushing a stroller or using a wheelchair.

Discussion of Evaluation Measures


Suggest using data to define the current average travel time of white versus non-white
households. For future snapshots, use those same breakdowns and see if there are still
disparities between travel time of white and non-white households.



Members discussed how to include race and ethnicity in the evaluation measures:



o

Race is the major issue that we need to reconcile in the study. There are inequities in
housing, health, and education due to historic segregation. If more African Americans
and other ethnic groups move to Washington County in the future as a result of
displacement from Portland, we need to be responsive to their needs.

o

“Equity” should be the measure. Segregation and discrimination gave us the inequities.

o

We need to recognize that there are data limitations currently, but aim in the future to
acquire better data. We may use proxies currently because it is all we have. But going
forward, we should collect data that includes breakdowns of race and ethnicity so that
we can compare whether there are disparities and assess the impacts.

o

We may not have good measures that will evaluate things along the race and ethnicity
line. It may be useful to add context through a qualitative narrative to illuminate
historical inequities in transportation (acknowledge paradox).

“Equal treatment” is not “equity.” Averages mask equity issues. If we serve everyone in the
County with the same level of access, it is still not equity. Some people need more support; it
takes more investment to help those that are furthest behind to catch up. Historically, we have
invested more in certain industries and groups (not underserved communities). We may need to
invest more in underserved communities to level the playing field.

Definition of “low-income”
Members discussed the draft definition of “low income” in the evaluation measures:


Some members felt that the 50% of median household income (MHI) definition is adequate, and
represents what is traditionally used. Households at 50% of MHI and below truly are the most
housing/transportation burdened. Some members felt that 50% is too low and suggested as
much as 75%.



One recommendation is to use the self-sufficiency index (used by Greater Portland Pulse and
others). It goes beyond housing and transportation and includes more cost impacts.



In order to make the data useful for the affordable housing community, the bar for low-income
should not be higher than 60% (because the standard used by HUD and other groups is a little
less than this).

Washington County Transportation Futures Study
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Overall, members were comfortable with a definition between 50-60% of median household
income.



Age is also an important reference data.

Suggestions for Measures
Staff presented a list of the Study teams’ intended measurements for health and equity. Members gave
these ideas for what to measure:


Travel time



Number of affordable housing units located within specific distance to transit



Can students walk to grade school? Measure this by presence of sidewalks (sidewalk coverage
within “x” radius of school).



Sidewalk coverage within “last mile” of transit stops/hubs.

Action Items and Next Steps
Chris Deffebach asked members to email suggestions for health and equity measures (email to:
Christina_Deffebach@co.washington.or.us).
The county will work to identify two transportation packages that will be submitted for public comment
in late October or early November and continue to solicit ideas from the public about what should go
into the packages. Members are encouraged to help with this process by being a part of small discussion
groups or setting up meetings with the County.
The next meeting will be in early 2016 unless members would like to meet in small group to provide the
County with feedback.

Washington County Transportation Futures Study
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Draft Emerging Trends and Future Conditions Report
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INTRODUCTION
In the initial phase of the Washington County Futures Study (“study”), the team took a “look back” over
the past 30 years to review how the county has grown and what major transportation decisions and
investments were made to respond to that growth. The study is currently focused on identifying
alternative transportation investments to evaluate how well they address future challenges and values
important to the community. The transportation investments will be evaluated relative to two plausible
land use scenarios for how the county might grow in the next 40-50 years. The future scenarios reflect
advancement of adopted community plans, and differing factors, or drivers of change, that are likely to
influence the amount of population and jobs growth, and land development patterns in the county.
This report includes a summary of the future conditions and potential transportation implication of the
future growth scenarios. The report also examines emerging trends in mobility technology and
transportation pricing which serve as critical drivers of change by first looking at current and anticipated
trends from a global scale, and then addressing what these trends mean for Washington County as part
of describing the purpose and objectives for testing different transportation investment concepts.
Following public and other stakeholder outreach and engagement, including an online open house, this
report will be refined to reflect the final transportation investments to be evaluated.

EMERGING TRENDS
As the drivers of future transportation changes that were developed earlier in 2015 for this study
indicated, changing technology and pricing are worthy of particular attention considering the high level
of future uncertainty combined with the potential to significantly influence the transportation system.

NEW TECHNOLOGIES
By their very nature, technological advances are disruptive. New technologies are continually being
developed that impact people using different travel modes, vehicles and transportation facilities. These
technologies aim to improve safety, aid in the selection of a travel mode, aid travelers in route selection,
and reduce congestion. The following examples of technological “disruptors” provide a context for how
developments in technology necessitate thinking differently about mobility for the near-term and
longer-term future. In the near-term, technological advances are broadening transportation options.
Smartphone apps have enabled users to access information in real time on available public and private
transit services in their vicinity.
The change in how we define mobility in the short-term of 5-10 years, while significant, will not mean
that transportation infrastructure looks very different in cities and urban areas from what we know
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today. However, in the longer term future, going 15 years and beyond, the ascension of
autonomous/connected vehicle technology in public, private and freight transportation will necessitate
development of infrastructure which accommodates equipment, signage, sensors and signals and
mobile payment systems that don’t currently exist. 1 This technology represents a transformative and
potentially disruptive agent of change for cities of all sizes (Driverless-future.com. Forecasts: Driverless
car market watch, 2015).
Examples of emerging technology that are assumed to affect transportation include the following:

Adoption of Driverless and Connected Vehicles
The deployment of fully autonomous and connected vehicle systems will mean a profoundly differentlooking transportation system by 2055. Autonomous vehicles rely on technology such as in-vehicle
sensors as well as interoperable, networked, wireless communication among vehicles, infrastructure,
and personal communication devices in order to avoid obstacles and adapt speed and route. Features of
Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) have been increasingly included in passenger vehicles.
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) issued a final rule on March 31, 2014 that all
vehicles under 10,000 pounds must include rear visibility technology (cameras) beginning May 1, 2018
(Federal Register 2014). Pilot studies of connected vehicles are being funded by US Department of
Transportation (USDOT 2015). State DOTs are expanding programs to provide in-vehicle services to
reduce driver distraction and avoid collisions. (Morris 2014).
We don’t exactly know what the infrastructure to accommodate these systems will look like, but we can
assume there will likely be a need for new or adjusted procurement policies that account for all of the
major technological shifts and the new equipment necessary to integrate new technologies and make
innovations run smoothly and efficiently. Not all autonomous vehicles will require infrastructure
investments. Google’s current autonomous vehicle runs on LIDAR and does not need to communicate

1

The USDOT Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) Joint Program Office, Institute of Transportation Engineers, AASHTO, TRB,
and ITS America are also collaborating on a task force focused on connected vehicles. Connected and Autonomous Vehicle
Systems (CAVS) technology which is in the process of being deployed today includes “V2V” (Vehicle to Vehicle) and “V2I”
(Vehicle to Infrastructure). V2V-equipped vehicles automatically transmit data such as speed, position, and direction, and send
alerts to each other if a crash seems imminent. V2V technology is currently being piloted for light and heavy trucks as well as
for applications in transit vehicles warning of approaching pedestrians. Looking farther ahead, connected vehicle systems will
include “V2X” (Vehicle to Central Systems & Service Providers and Vehicle to Pedestrians/Bicyclists/Motorcyclists).
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with infrastructure. However, local investments in infrastructure connectivity could increase
autonomous vehicle performance.
While the implications of what driverless and connected vehicle technologies will mean in the future
cannot be fully determined, the following list represents expected benefits and challenges to consider,
based on research and expert opinions:


It is anticipated that freight vehicle systems will be the first to adopt this technology and
become fully autonomous.



Increased safety: Connected vehicles can detect conditions that a human driver cannot perceive
and react more quickly (USDOT 2015). However, there is potential for increased distracted
driving from vehicle operators interacting with in-vehicle services and other systems (Morris
2014).



Increased efficiency: The ability of ADAS and connected vehicles to react to real-time data could
enable travelers to change their route, time, and mode of travel, based on up-to-the-minute
conditions, to avoid traffic jams and allow for more efficient use of roadways.



Higher transportation costs: While some expensive “smart” infrastructure such as embedded
loop detectors and video surveillance may be replaced with mobile devices, overall, equipping
vehicles and infrastructure with detection and communication devices may cost more.

Advanced Ubiquitous ITS (Intelligent Transportation Systems)
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) involve the application of advanced technologies and proven
management techniques to solve transportation problems, enhance safety, provide services to travelers,
and assist transportation system operators in implementing suitable traffic management strategies. ITS
focuses on increasing the efficiency of existing transportation infrastructure and reducing crashes by
managing congestion resulting from recurring and non-recurring events, like crashes or weather.
ITS are expanding to make use of vehicle automation and advances in data collection to continue to
increase safety, mobility and fuel efficiency. The influence of the “Internet of Things” – which includes
connected vehicle technologies like “P2P” and “P2I”, and eventually “V2X” – is expected to produce
significant increases in vehicle passenger and pedestrian safety. This technology will enable real-time
traffic, transit, and parking data, making it easier to manage transportation systems for maximum
efficiency and minimum congestion throughout the County’s network. In addition, connected vehicles
could enable travelers to change their route, time, and mode of travel, based on up-to-the-minute
conditions, to avoid traffic jams.
ITS is taking advantage of the proliferation of mobile devices. In 2014, 58 percent of American adults
used a smartphone. In an April 2012 survey, 20 percent of respondents used their phone to retrieve
public transportation or traffic information in the past 30 days. Most (74 percent) adult smartphone
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users use current location information (Pew Research Center 2014). These consumer technologies will
likely integrate with digitally enabled transportation infrastructure.
Ubiquitous technologies have allowed for the emergence of real-time ridesharing services, with GPS
providing driver and customer locations and route navigation. The emergence of ridesharing services
such as Uber and Lyft over the course of five years is an example of technology disrupting the
transportation mobility industry. These entities and others like them, also known as Transportation
Network Companies (TNCs), are rapidly expanding into private ridesharing, public and private transit,
and freight services. The quick rise of TNCs has changed how people think of ridesharing to the point
that municipalities are now beginning to account for TNCs being a significant part of their transportation
networks (National League of Cities, 2015).Ridesharing has garnered support for its potential to reduce
private automobile use by providing a convenient and affordable alternative to driving alone, translating
to reduced roadway congestion and vehicle emissions in the short-term, and reduced automobile
ownership in the longer term (Alexander and Gonzales, 2015).

Online Shopping
Although online retail sales are currently a small share of all retail sales, innovations in logistics
technologies, social media (i.e. via the sharing economy), and computer proficiency gains is anticipated
to greatly shift the public to engage in online shopping (TRB-1, 2014; RAND, 2013). In 2013, ecommerce
accounted for almost 9% of total US retail sales. Many supporting trends, including logistics
technologies, digital lifestyle preferences, demographics, and digital connectivity are pointing to a
medium-term revolution in retail purchase and delivery, and analysts project it will continue to grow
rapidly (Forrester, 2013). The potential transportation implications include an increase in local package
delivery, and a decrease in large truck traffic. Business-to-consumer delivery typically involves vans that
can travel from distribution warehouse to neighborhoods, rather than from warehouse to retail store in
large trucks. This could decrease large freight traffic to retail areas, and increase neighborhood traffic via
routing vans. Multiple delivery channels (different shipping companies) could increase traffic. This could
reduce overall VMT as local and regional delivery services replace passenger vehicle trips (i.e.,
substituting passenger trips with short-haul delivery trips) (Goodchild & Wygonik, 2014). There is also
the potential for increased need for storage and warehousing space to serve as regional distribution
hubs with online shopping.

Telecommuting
Telecommuting is anticipated to continue to penetrate the US economy. Some estimates put the share
of the population that telecommutes as high as 30 percent (Tugend, 2014). In 2010, 13.4 million people
worked from home at least one day per week, an increase of 35 percent over the decade (U.S. Census,
2013). Many of these workers tend to be in highly paid technical and managerial occupations—
industries slated to grow in the US economy. The potential transportation implications could include
fewer work trips overall with fewer workers commuting to an office resulting in reduced congestion and
VMT. However, some home-based workers, such as real-estate agents, do generate off-peak work trips.
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At-home workers may reduce the need for 2- or 3-vehicle households, though the type of at-home work
will matter.

Increased fuel economy and alternative fuel vehicles
Many experts think fuel economy in private vehicles will continue to rise and that dependence on fossil
fuels for transportation will continue to decline. Electric cars are likely to replace hybrids as the ecofriendly transportation alternative to traditional gasoline engines, and electric assist technology will
continue to make bicycle commuting more attractive and convenient for those that do not wish to use
personal vehicles or public transport.
Broader adoption of alternative fuel vehicles might depend on refueling infrastructure. Car charging
stations will be needed. To date, the majority of infrastructure for alternative-fuel vehicles has been
financed by government programs, but in the future, these could become privately funded, similar to
how gas stations are funded today.

PRICING
Traditional funding methods (such as the gas tax) for transportation infrastructure are failing to keep up
with rising costs at the national, state, and local levels. As a result, governments are considering more
sustainable and resilient methods to pay for transportation services and infrastructure in the future.
Private companies also seek to capture unfilled demand for transportation services. Policies aimed at
decreasing congestion through system user costs, private-public partnerships, and expansions of private
investments are expected to have increased bearing on transportation in the future.

Increased Congestion Road Pricing and User Charges
Due to increased congestion, the awareness of climate issues, and a lack of infrastructure funding, policy
interventions to manage transportation will become more widespread. Foremost among these are road
congestion fees and user charges, which can manage the demand for transportation facilities by time
and frequency of use. Successful programs across the world have led to pilot projects in the United
States and increasing interest in local, regional, and state adoption.

Potential Transportation Implications


Higher per mile driving cost: Policies to manage vehicle travel demand may use monetary
incentives to decrease the number of drivers on the road. Similarly, a broadening of the forprofit transportation landscape with increased private investment may provide greater value to
users, albeit at a higher cost.
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Increased overall funding for transportation: Public-private partnerships could fill a growing gap
between demand for transportation investment and the government supply of funding.
Privatization could lead to an overall increase in capital investment.



Expansion of transportation demand management: Privatization of transportation services could
increase the use of demand-management measures and greater market segmentation and
targeting of transportation users—similar to the long-term impacts of airline deregulation in the
1980s.



Fewer miles traveled: In an effort to avoid tolls and other road pricing mechanisms, more people
would likely make less vehicle trips, drive fewer miles, share rides, and use other travel modes
(e.g. transit and bicycles) when possible.



Reduced congestion: Fewer cars on the road will mean less congestion than there would be
without any policy disincentive. This could mean reduced peak congestion, with longer periods
of moderate congestion, as pricing helps smooth out transportation usage over a given time
period, especially with variable pricing.

FUTURE CONDITIONS
In order to test the transportation investment options, it is necessary to make credible assumptions
about future population and employment growth, and spatial distribution of this growth.
This study assumes that urban Washington County and its cities will continue to grow as described in
various adopted community and transportation system plans throughout the county. These plans are
aspirational and visionary and anticipate that most growth will occur as infill of mixed land uses in
established urban centers. This section describes the future demographic and land use assumptions
along with the key elements of the future transportation system.

DEMOGRAPHIC AND LAND USE ASSUMPTIONS
Washington County’s dramatic growth rate during the past 40 years is expected to slow down in the
future, but continue above the national average. As it is not possible to determine the future with
perfect accuracy, two plausible land use scenarios were developed. One scenario assumes a
continuation of current trends in population and employment. The second scenario assumes a more
robust economic growth future tied to the technology industry, which comes with more population
growth in order for people to fill those jobs, and a different makeup of jobs in the region. The purpose of
thinking about these alternative futures is to better understand how resilient the transportation
investment options are, and how they will serve the people of Washington County in the future. The
future demographics and land use assumptions forecasted to have implications on transportation are
described in broad terms below:
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Population


Under Scenario 1 Washington County’s population is projected to grow by 216,000 people, or an
increase of 41% compared to 2015 population. This is equivalent to adding the populations of
Hillsboro, Beaverton, and Tigard.



Under Scenario 2 Washington County’s population is projected to grow by 292,000 people, an
increase of 55% compared to 2015 population. This is equivalent to adding the populations of
Hillsboro, Beaverton, Sherwood, Tigard, Tualatin and Wilsonville.

Employment


Scenario 1 doubles the county’s current employment, from 234,000 to 475,000.



Scenario 2 results in 144% growth in Washington County compared to 2015. Scenario 2 assumes
that there will be more employment in high tech manufacturing, warehousing, and
transportation than under Scenario 1. The employment in high tech manufacturing is higher
wage than the average.

Travel Demand
The growth envisioned in the population and employment translates directly into transportation
system needs within Washington County. As Table 1 illustrates below, population and employment
growth under scenario 2 will result in significantly more trips that need to be served by the
transportation system. Trips that originate and stay within Washington County are projected to be
nearly double what they were in 2010. With continued growth throughout the region, including
satellite cities, the number of total daily trips coming into and going out of the county grow by 58%
and 38% respectively.
Table 1: Daily Trips Comparison
2010

2055 (Scenario 2)
Trips

%

Trips

%

Internal

658K

43%

1,298K

50%

Trips Coming In

463K

30%

734K

28%

Trips Going Out

427K

28%

589K

22%

Age


Demographers agree that there will be a higher percentage of older Americans in the future.
The millennial generation will overtake the baby boomers as the largest generation cohort, and
will be entering retirement years in the study timeline.

Household Size
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With an aging population and declining fertility rates, trends suggest that average household
sizes will be smaller in the future. Smaller household sizes combined with more retirees mean
that there will be a smaller number of vehicles per household in the future.

Income
•

•

Economists generally agree that there will be less individual wealth in the future, but also that
there will be a broader gap between low and high income groups. There will be a higher share of
low income households in the study timeline.
Scenario 2 assumes higher average income growth than Scenario 1, due to strong regional
economic growth and more high income jobs.

Urbanization


Downtowns, main streets and town centers are envisioned as vibrant, walkable and transitsupportive.



Today the urbanized portion of the county, which is approximately 127 square miles, has
approximately 4,150 persons per square mile. For this study it is assumed that the urban
reserves in Washington County, which amounts to approximately 13 square miles, are brought
into the Urban Growth Boundary and developed during the study horizon.

Under Scenario 1, Washington County’s population increases to nearly 5,500 persons per square
mile (33% more dense), and in Scenario 2 it increases to 6,000 persons per square mile (45%
more dense). For comparison the City of Portland, without Forest Park, is nearly 137 square
miles and has an estimated population (2014) of 619,360 or 4,520 persons per square mile.
Satellite Cities


The small cities outside of the metro area but within commuting distance to Washington County
are assumed to grow. With more demand for single family housing, particularly in Scenario 2,
these cities see steady population increase. It is anticipated that people living in these cities will
commute to jobs in Washington County and other parts of the Metro area.

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM ASSUMPTIONS
Local and regional adopted transportation system plans address a broad range of transportation
challenges and opportunities. They address a diversity of transportation needs while integrating social,
economic, environmental, and livability aspirations over the next 25 years. This section describes the
future conditions of the transportation system as envisioned by these plans. Although the adopted plans
do not consider future growth beyond 25 years, they do provide the launching off point for this study,
and the basis for the assumed transportation system.
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Active Transportation Assumptions
In response to a number of factors, such as smaller households, aging population and increased
urbanization, people may shift to non-auto modes, including biking or walking to work, using light rail in
conjunction with “first and last mile” solutions such as ride, bike or car share and shuttle services. The
relatively flat terrain of the Tualatin Valley, combined with an ever increasing mileage of “complete
streets”, multi-use trails and high capacity transit routes, creates a favorable environment for increased
use of active transportation travel modes. Washington County has the potential to become a North
American model for suburban active transportation utilization. Planned investments include a broad
range of pedestrian improvements, including full-street “boulevard” retrofits, and improved street
connectivity in regional and town centers, station communities and main streets.
Trends show people are less interested in cars and driving with lower vehicle miles per capita and fewer
cars owned per household. For many trips, active transportation choices are the most sensible and
efficient mode. For very short trips, such as a half‐mile trip to a convenience store, walking can be the
best choice. Trips in the one to five mile range are often ideal for bicycling. Improved efficiencies in
battery technology are resulting in a wide range of application including the electrification of bicycling.
With a rise in use of electric assist bicycles, we can expect that in the near future there will be demand
for more dedicated “regional” bicycle facilities to complete longer trips within the County and
throughout the region.

Transit Assumptions
Transit ridership is highly dependent on convenient, affordable, and frequent service. Increased
frequency of transit service in combination with transit signal priority and bus lanes will make transit
faster and more convenient. Safe and direct biking and walking routes and crossings that connect to
stops will make transit more accessible and convenient. New community and regional transit
connections will improve access to jobs and community services and make it easier to complete some
trips without multiple transfers. Emerging trends like connector shuttle services like GroveLink and
interconnected mobility services like ride/bike/car sharing are seen as improving neighborhood access
to regional transit service, jobs and other destinations in the community.
Communities will become more connected via transit, both public and private.
In the future it is assumed that there will be increased mobility options meaning a more equitable and
comprehensive transportation system that maximizes use of existing infrastructure in getting people
from Point A to Point B (National League of Cities, 2015). Integration of public and private mobility
options and substantial increases in transit service levels will improve first/last mile connections to new
growth areas within the county (South Hillsboro, South Cooper Mountain, River Terrace, etc.), adjacent
counties and satellite cities (Newberg, Scappoose, Woodburn, etc.), and employment centers in
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Portland, Hillsboro, Tigard, Tualatin, and along OR 217. As Transportation Network Companies (TNCs),
like Uber and Lyft, become more mainstream, they will likely coordinate with public transportation
agencies (e.g. TriMet) to integrate services and consolidate payment methods. For example, where
transit coverage and travel times are currently impediments to travel between North Hillsboro and
Tigard could become a convenient reality in years to come.

Trip Reduction Strategy Assumptions
The demographics and preferences of the County’s workforce are changing.
As with global trends, mobility is changing in Washington County. Smartphone apps and online tools for
accessing public and private transportation services are already popular and will increase in use amongst
residents and the workforce. As Baby Boomers continue to retire and Millennials ascend to the majority
of the workforce by the 2030s, use of these apps will become ubiquitous and enable convenient,
streamlined access to different modes. The single-occupant vehicle will never go away, but the increase
in public and private transit, bicycle and pedestrian mode share for trips throughout the region is
anticipated to be significant, even as autonomous private vehicles become more commonplace.
With the demand for mobility options increasing, we can expect the workplace itself to be transformed
in the future throughout the County and region. In the cities (e.g. Beaverton, Hillsboro, Tigard, Tualatin)
the ascendance of Millennials is expected to drive demand for offices to be located more in proximity to
transit and non-motorized options (e.g. bicycles, multi-use paths and sidewalks for pedestrians). Officesharing and telecommuting is also expected to increase, which will allow for County residents to have
more choice in living nearer to these options.
Transit demand will increase in the cities and will also need to serve the UGB expansion areas. Experts
point to the trend of public transit lines focusing on optimization to accommodate the demand in dense
corridors, improving frequency and capacity. Private transit and trip consolidating services such as
Waze and RideScout will become more prevalent in Washington County to aid in completing transit
coverage.
The County and cities will utilize intensified Transportation Demand Management (TDM) programs.
In line with the trend of expanded transportation options, TDM programs will become more
instrumental to how residents and employees plan day-to-day travel in the County. County and city
governments will likely partner private entities to provide more effective programs. The increased
availability of ride-sharing services such as Uber and Lyft will be instrumental in providing “first- and lastmile solutions” for people who live and work in areas underserved by public transit. These privatepublic partner arrangements will provide a means for locating facilities throughout the County such as
“mobility hubs” where users may access transit, rental bikes, and whatever information they need for
making complete trips.
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Roadway Assumptions
Roadway projects will incorporate “Complete Streets” concepts
Local and regional plans call for providing an integrated multimodal network of complete streets that
that improve travel options, making new connections and adding capacity to major roadways.
“Complete streets” are designed to accommodate use by all travel modes, including automobiles,
bicycles, freight delivery vehicles, transit vehicles, and pedestrians of all ages and abilities. Connectivity
creates multiple opportunities for movement within and between neighborhoods as well as within areas
of employment and other parts of the community. Having a connected system encourages local travel
needs so that local trips can be made easily and efficiently, without needing to use the throughways.
There will be increased investment in ITS
An example of an ITS application is ODOT’s RealTime signs on OR 217. This project has shown significant
results including nearly a 21% decrease in crashes over the previous year, a 5% increase in throughput,
and improved reliability with a 10% decrease in delay times.
There will be increased investment in improved connections and added capacity
The following planned investments will result in some improved connections and added capacity:
• New 5-lane roadway between I-5 and 99W
• New overcrossings on OR 217 and US 26
• Widen Tualatin Sherwood Road to 5-lanes
th
• Extension of 124 Avenue from Tualatin Sherwood Road to Grahams Ferry Road;
• Widen US 26 to 6 lanes from 185th Ave to Brookwood Parkway
• Extend existing I-5 auxiliary lane between Nyberg and Lower Boones Ferry Road
• Connect the Allen-Denney interchanges as a split diamond interchange on OR 217
• Construct a new I-5 Columbia River Crossing
• Safety and operational improvements on I-5 between I-405 and I-84
Even with the planned investment it is anticipated that a person traveling on an average weekday in the
future will experience more congested roadway miles and the duration of congestion will be
substantially longer.

Freight Assumptions
Freight moves over several different modes (truck, rail, air, and water). Current products being
manufactured in Washington County are often exported by truck but get consolidated with other goods
leaving the region at the air cargo facilities at Portland International Airport (PDX), or to other
destinations served by Interstate 5 (I-5). The truck routes to get from or through the county to PDX are
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currently congested. Furthermore, hazardous materials are prohibited from traveling through the
Sylvian tunnel and limited to Hwy 217 or Cornelius Pass Road.
As a critical catalyst for a strong economy, freight movement will influence future travel patterns and
transportation facilities design considerations within Washington County and between the county and
other regional destinations. While the future types and mix of freight modes will change over time in
response to shifting demands, policies, and advanced technologies, efficient and reliable goods
movement will continue to be important.
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INTRODUCTION
As described in the Emerging Trends and Future Conditions Report Washington County’s dramatic
growth rate during the past 40 years is expected to slow down in the future, but continue above the
national average. As it is not possible to determine the future with perfect accuracy, two plausible land
use scenarios were developed. The population and employment growth envisioned in these alternative
futures translates directly into transportation system needs within Washington County. As Table 1
illustrates below, population and employment growth under the higher growth scenario will result in
significantly more trips that need to be served by the transportation system. Trips that originate and
stay within Washington County are projected to be nearly double what they were in 2010. With
continued growth throughout the region, including satellite cities, the number of total daily trips coming
into and going out of the county grow by 58% and 38% respectively.
Table 1: Daily Trips Comparison
2010

2055 (Scenario 2)
Share of
Trips Total Trips

Trips

Share of Change Compared
Total Trips
to 2010

Internal

658K

42%

1,298K

50%

Trips Coming In

463K

30%

734K

28%

Trips Going Out

427K

28%

589K

22%

197%
58%
38%

The purpose of thinking about these alternative futures is to better understand how resilient the
transportation investment options are, and how they will serve the people of Washington County in the
future. Adopted plans go a long way to addressing future needs. However, due to existing funding and
policy constraints even some of today’s persistent challenges are not adequately addressed. The growth
envisioned in these alternative futures also present new challenges not accounted for in adopted plans.
The following provides some examples of the types of challenges this study has an opportunity to
examine:
•
•
•
•

How to provide accessible and affordable transit to serve an increasing proportion of lower
income households, as well as new mixed use areas, major employment areas and access
to/from other counties.
More urban population will increase the need for safe and attractive bike/walking for short and
longer trips.
Growth in urban areas in the north and south county mean that the rural roads in between will
experience more conflict between urban, rural and recreational uses of the north/south roads
through the rural areas.
Increasing travel demand will mean that major bottlenecks on the major road and throughway
networks (e.g. Sylvian Tunnel, Hwy 217, and I-5 between Hwy 217 and Charbonneau/Boone
Bridge), become even more congested.
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GUIDING COMMUNITY VALUES
Community values tell us what’s important to people who live and work in Washington County. The
guiding community values, described below, reflect the key desired outcomes of a safe, efficient,
connected and reliable transportation system. The guiding community values reflect dozens of
community plans, visioning documents, and local transportation plans, the most recent of which was the
Washington County Transportation System Plan, distilled by the Study team and confirmed by the Study
Advisory Committee.

Economic Vitality
The transportation system plays a critical role in the economic vitality of Washington County. Continued
economic health depends on effectively serving the transportation needs of businesses large and small,
including the people who work, shop and/or provide services. For the movement of goods, this means
providing reliable freeway and arterial access to and from major employment areas, and helping move
goods efficiently and safely by rail. Employers also need access to a sufficient labor market within a
reasonable commute time and by multiple modes. Rural economic vitality is supported by
accommodating safe, reliable travel for the agricultural, forestry and tourism industries.

Environmental Health and Sustainability
All transportation modes, vehicle types and facilities – even electric vehicles and multi-use trails – have
impacts on the natural environment, from localized habitat degradation caused by the horizontal
footprint of a road or trail, to energy use and global climate change influenced by carbon emissions.
Reducing vehicle demand and making the most efficient use of the transportation system supports
environmental health and sustainability.

Community Identity
Most communities have adopted plans that define the vision for its future. This includes the role land
use and transportation play in helping to facilitate that vision. Therefore, community identity means
different things to different communities, but most would agree that good transportation is a critical
component of a vibrant community. The transportation system should support each community’s
distinct visions.

Social Equity
Planning for equity often means examining socio-economic, demographic and geographic
characteristics, and making a concerted effort to engage historically underrepresented populations of
Washington County. Healthy, accessible and affordable travel options are essential components of the
overall transportation system, meeting a variety of societal, environmental and economic goals.

Washington County Transportation Futures Study
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TRANSPORTATION INVESTMENT OPTIONS
The Washington County Transportation Futures Study is a unique opportunity to imagine potential longterm futures and examine how future transportation investments can best support the county’s
economic health and quality of life beyond the current 2040 planning horizon. By looking at a horizon
year beyond the standard 20-year planning process this study provides a framework to examine how
long-term transportation investment choices and tradeoffs support community values in two plausible
alternative futures that can be influenced by actions taken by the County and its partners.
As a study the purpose of this project is to highlight long-term transportation investment choices and
tradeoffs that are durable to the uncertainty inherent in long-term planning. Additional studies and
planning work may follow the WCTFS to identify transportation projects and/or elaborate on study
outcomes to incorporate into 20-year transportation plans.
This study will evaluate a variety of potential future transportation investment ideas for all modes of
travel: roadways, transit, bicycle, pedestrian, demand management and more. The evaluation will help
answer questions about how these investments might meet the guiding community values. The types of
investments and strategies that will be evaluated include the following:
1. Strategies and tools to help reduce the number of vehicle on the road or shift trips to less
congested locations or times of day, including:
• Parking management (i.e. paid parking and limited parking hours) in new mixed-use
areas;
• Employer sponsored transit incentives;
• Increased car, bike, and ride-sharing programs;
• Implementing a road-user charge based on how many miles a person drives (as an
alternative to the gas tax);
• Turning some freeway lanes into toll-ways and/or “managed lanes” where drivers pay a
charge to use the lane; and
• Increased telecommuting.
2. Emerging technologies that are changing the way we travel, improving safety, and traffic flow,
including:
• More electric vehicles – including cars, bicycles, freight and transit;
• Driverless and connected vehicles;
• Interconnected traffic signals;
• Integrated mobility, real-time information, and mobility hubs; and
• Increased online shopping.
3. Enhanced biking and walking facilities, including:
• Protected bicycle and pedestrian facilities on all major roads accessing major mixed-use
and employment centers;
• Improve connectivity, reduce travel speeds, and crossing priority in mixed-use areas;
and
• Separated bicycle express routes.
4. Enhanced transit to provide affordable travel options to serve mixed-use areas
Washington County Transportation Futures Study
Draft Transportation Investment Options Report
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•
•

More bus routes and connector shuttles to serve residential and employment areas
Communications upgrades and adaptive signals in key corridors countywide that
provide for transit priority
• Upgrade WES to all-day service, and extend WES to Salem
• Extend high capacity transit to Forest Grove and Sherwood
• Add Bus Rapid Transit on TV Hwy and Beaverton-Hillsdale Hwy
• Amber Glen/Evergreen streetcar to connect employment and residential areas
• Express MAX service to downtown Portland and Portland Airport (Blue and Red lines)
• Improved bus service coordination with transit providers in adjacent counties
• Dedicated transit lanes on throughways to support express transit services
• More park and rides
5. Improving movement of goods by truck, including:
• Expand capacity on major roads as an alternative to freeway travel.
• Improve arterial roadways to better accommodate trucks.
• Construct freight ramp meter bypass lanes at key locations.
• Expand capacity on throughways and give priority to freight.
• Dedicate truck lanes on US 26, I-5, and new north-south limited access roadway with
dedicated on-ramps at key locations.
• Develop new freight consolidation facilities that improve access for Washington County
goods
6. Major Roads
• Widen Cornelius Pass Road between Hwy 26 and US 30
• Connect and widen arterials parallel to I-5 and Hwy 26 and upgrade with new transit
and protected bicycle and pedestrian facilities
• Connect and improve existing rural roads with passing lanes for trucks and bikes for
travel between Hillsboro, Forest Grove, and Sherwood
• Add arterial crossings of Hwy 26 and I-5
• Add new arterial between Forest Grove and Hillsboro and between 99W and I-5
• Improve access management along key section of TV Hwy and 99W
• Redesign selected major intersections as roundabouts or grade-separated
7. Throughways
• Construct new limited access road between Hillsboro, Sherwood and I-5/I-205
• Add new interchange in/near Wilsonville to access I-5 and I-205
• Widen Hwy 217
• Widen Hwy 26 from Brookwood Pkwy to OR 217
• Widen I-5 from Hwy 217 past Wilsonville,
• Widen I-205 between I-5 and Oregon City
• Prioritize new capacity for transit and freight
• Dedicated truck on-ramps at key locations
• Build a new connection to Hwy 30 and Columbia Blvd from Germantown and Kaiser
Roads via a new road (at grade or tunnel) and a new bridge across the Willamette
Washington County Transportation Futures Study
Draft Transportation Investment Options Report
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TRANSPORTATION INVESTMENTS PACKAGES
Three different packages of transportation investments and three related sensitivity tests are proposed
for evaluation. The packages are designed to test varying policy options and reflect divergent
investment levels of meeting long-term economic health and quality of life in the coming decades. The
sensitivity tests are intended to provide additional information in areas of greater uncertainty. The
options are:
Package A – Current policies with enhanced transit investments and demand management
strategies
Package B – Extending current policies with a focus on major roadway capacity expansion
Package C – Beyond current policies with a focus on throughway capacity expansion
Package A is intended to assess a policy direction that focuses on transit and demand management and
assumes investments adopted in current plans for technology, bike and pedestrian facilities, local
roadways and regional facilities.
Package B is intended to assess a policy focus on adding roadway capacity that is not currently in
adopted financially constrained plans, but would be consistent with current policy direction, such as
new arterials and widening of existing facilities. This option would help assess the effect of an expanded
arterial network, access management and widening on Hwy 217 in addition to the other assumptions in
Package A.
Package C is intended to assess a policy focus on additional throughway capacity that is not currently in
adopted plans and would require changes to existing policies, such as roadway expansion in rural
reserves and expansion of throughways beyond those proposed in regional plans. While Package B
focuses on arterial expansion and limited throughway widening, Package C focuses on new and
expanded throughways as investment priorities. The throughway focus is intended to direct traffic away
from existing arterials and provide alternative access opportunities to the north, south and east. It
includes the assumptions in Package A.
Each package includes assumptions for future investments in technology, demand management, transit,
bike and pedestrian facilities, local roadways and regional facilities. Sensitivity tests – in which only one
variable is changed – are proposed to test the effect of emerging technologies, such as connected and
autonomous vehicles, new freight consolidation facilities, road user charges and tolling.
All three of the packages exceed revenue forecast for the 20-year plans and would require additional
revenue sources even for the longer 40-50 year horizon. The evaluation process will include an
assessment of how strategic these investments are and can help set priorities for a future with limited
funding. Funding was intentionally not included as a constraint in the initial definition of options for
Washington County Transportation Futures Study
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evaluation. Study findings may indicate that different combinations of Packages A, B or C are worth
further refinement and action.
The packages and sensitivity tests are summarized below and summarized in table form in the appendix.

PACKAGE A – CURRENT PLANS WITH ENHANCED TRANSIT INVESTMENTS AND
DEMAND MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
Option A builds upon adopted transportation plans with additional investments in demand management
efforts and transit investments that reflect the increased travel needs anticipated as the region grows
and the county becomes more urbanized. This section summarizes the proposed assumptions for Option
A.
• Technology: Consistent with adopted plans, assumes communication upgrades and adaptive
signals in key corridors countywide that improve traffic flow and provide for pedestrian, transit
and freight priority. Also assumes increased electrification of fleet consistent with regional and
statewide policies.
• Demand Management: Assumes increased trip reduction strategies beyond those that exist
today consistent with more urban density and changing technologies including, increased street
connectivity, expanded parking management programs, integrated mobility including more car,
bike, and ride-sharing services, increased telecommuting, transit pass and reduced fare
programs.
• Transit: Assumes an expanded transit grid network with transit priority on arterials and
extensions to existing HCT system, circulators and connectors consistent with adopted plans.
Additional transit services are included in this option to reflect increased demand transit with
additional HCT service expansions, express services and increased services within urban areas
and to adjacent counties.
• Bike and Pedestrian facilities: Consistent with direction in adopted plans, assumes a complete
bike/ped network on all arterials and collectors, and regional trails. Urban centers are assumed
to have increased bike and pedestrian connectivity with signal priority and supportive amenities.
• Local Roads: Assumes arterial and collector roads as reflected in adopted transportation system
plans. This includes some new arterials, arterial widening, and new collector street connections.
Local street connections in future urban reserves are also included. No additional arterials and
collectors are assumed beyond those that are in these financially constrained plans. All arterials
will be designed to accommodate use by all travel modes, including automobiles, bicycles,
freight delivery vehicles, transit vehicles, and pedestrians of all ages and abilities.
• Regional Facilities: Assumes limited expansion of regional facilities targeted to bottlenecks as
reflected in adopted regional financial constrained transportation plans.
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PACKAGE B – EXTENDING CURRENT POLICIES BY FOCUSING ON MAJOR
ROADWAY CAPACITY
Investments proposed for Package B focuses on adding arterial capacity and reflects an extension of
current policies. The assumptions for technology, demand management, transit and the bike/ped
network builds on Package A. The following additional investments are proposed for Package B.
• Technology: Assumes ITS upgrades on all new arterials.
• Demand Management: Assumes the same strategies as in Option A.
• Transit: Adds transit service on new roads.
• Bike/Pedestrian facilities: Adds separation and protection on high speed roadways.
• Local Roadways: Proposes additional investments:
- Expand arterial grid network where reasonable in urban reserves and undesignated
areas with multimodal capacity for future urbanization of these areas and connections
between urban centers. This includes arterials around Cooper Mountain and on
Cornelius Pass Road between Hwy 26 and Hwy 30.
- Add overcrossings of regional facilities, where reasonable, to improve access to centers
and address congestion at interchanges.
- Upgrade a select number of major intersections.
- Widen arterials in rural areas to allow for passing lanes and reduce conflict with
agriculture users, and recreationalists.
• Regional facilities: Option B assumes increased capacity on Hwy 217, access management on TV
Hwy and OR 99W, realignments and adding passing lanes on Hwy 219 and giving freight priority
access to throughways.

PACKAGE C – BEYOND CURRENT POLICIES BY FOCUSING ON ADDED
THROUGHWAY CAPACITY
Package C also builds on the assumptions in Package A and proposes the following additional
investments:
•
•
•
•
•

Technology: Additional ITS upgrades on all new facilities.
Transit: Additional express transit services using new regional facilities supported with
additional park and ride.
Bike and Pedestrian Facilities: New bike highways in dedicated right of way adjacent to
throughways.
Local Roadways: New arterials in rural reserve areas and upgraded arterials that access
throughways.
Regional facilities: Assumes a new south-north limited access road from I-5 and I-205 to Hwy 26
through the rural area and a new limited access facility between Hwy 26 and Rivergate in North
Portland for access to the airport and Clark County. Package C also assumes additional widening
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of regional throughways beyond current plans outside of Portland: US 26, I-5 and I-205 with
freight and transit use priority.

SENSITIVITY TESTING
It is critical to acknowledge the uncertainties inherent in attempting to anticipate transportation
demands, travel patterns and systems beyond the typical 20 year planning horizon. In addition to the
use of two different growth scenarios, the study team proposes to include sensitivity tests for select
policy variables to test the resilience of the transportation investment options under different future
conditions.
This section summarizes the policy variables that could be tested against to analyze the transportation
implications:

Emerging Technologies
Ubiquitous Intelligent Transportation Services (ITS), such as smarter traffic lights, real-time traffic
information, and efficient vehicle routing are included in each of the packages. Past projects have seen
efficiency improvements of 5 to 25 percent on corridors with ITS systems and moderate congestion.
Proposed Sensitivity Test:
There are major uncertainties about how autonomous vehicles will impact driver behavior, land use, and
the broader transportation system. Will people move further away from urban cores and accept longer
commutes in they don’t need to drive? Or will people choose to live in denser areas where ubiquitous
autonomous vehicles mean private cars aren’t needed and there’s more non-parking space for
amenities?
However, one impact is less ambiguous: vehicles will be able to use existing roadway more efficiently
because they can travel more closely together and coordinate their driving. There is no measurable data
on the real work efficiency gains of autonomous vehicles as they are not yet widespread in the
transportation system. Industry groups project roadway capacity gains of 10 to 20 percent.
To reflect widespread adoption independent of infrastructure investments, a sensitivity test of Option A
with a 10 percent increase in roadway capacity on throughways and arterial is proposed.

Congestion pricing and road user charges
Proposed Sensitivity Test:
Pricing transportation is seen as one of the more effective tools to promote efficient use of the
transportation system. Sensitivity testing will be completed for two more distinct approaches to pricing:

Washington County Transportation Futures Study
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1. Road User Charge would be implemented region wide and would be implementation of what
the State of Oregon is testing with the alternative to the fuel tax that is based on how many
miles a person drives.
2. Corridor congestion pricing would look at turning existing freeway lanes or added lanes into tollways and/or “managed lanes” where drivers pay a charge to use a lane that is less congested
than adjacent general purpose vehicle lanes.

Freight
While predicting how freight movement will change in the future involves a significant amount of
uncertainty, some expected trends that will affect freight can guide consideration of future investments.
For example, continued growth in the high-tech, manufacturing, and agricultural industries, will put
added strain on the surface transportation system. Online shopping is expected to substantially
increase, which could decrease large truck traffic to retail areas, and increase neighborhood traffic from
smaller delivery vehicles.
Proposed Sensitivity Test:
In thinking to the future, a number of ideas have been raised to make moving goods into and out of the
county reliable and efficient. Transportation investment options to address future freight travel needs
include modifying existing routes to improve freight movement (freight signal timing, ramp meter
bypasses, etc.), and providing freight with mobility priority over general (single occupant vehicle) traffic
on new routes. All options will be tested with the operational freight improvements along with the
assumption of a regional freight transfer and distribution “hub” facility in Washington County,
potentially at or near the Hillsboro Airport. The testing of a Westside “hub” facility would assess an
alternative for travel to the freight consolidation at the Portland Airport.
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Appendix
TRANSPORTATION INVESTMENT AND ASSUMPTIONS TO STUDY
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IDENTIFIED TRANSPORTATION INVESTMENTS AND ASSUMPTIONS TO STUDY
February 18, 2016

Category
Technology
Demand Management

Transit

Bike and Pedestrian
Facilities
Local Roadways
(Arterials & Collectors)

Package A: Current Plans with Enhanced TDM and Transit
• Communications upgrades and adaptive signals in key corridors countywide
• Increased electrification of fleet and eco-friendly transportation alternatives
• Mixed use areas have parking management (priced)
• Mixed use areas have transit subsidies
• Employer sponsored transit incentives
• Increased car, bike and ride-sharing
• Integrated mobility, real-time information, and mobility hubs
• Increased telecommuting
• High capacity transit (SW Corridor) between Tigard/Tualatin and Portland
• More bus routes and connector shuttles to serve residential and employment areas
• Communications upgrades and adaptive signals in key corridors countywide that
provide for transit priority
• Upgrade WES to all-day service
• Extend high capacity transit to Forest Grove and Sherwood
• TV Hwy BRT mixed traffic
• B-H Hwy BRT mixed traffic
• AmberGlen/Evergreen Streetcar
• HCT extension to Clark County, WA
• Express MAX from Beaverton to downtown Portland and Portland Airport
• Improved transit services to adjacent counties
Extend WES to Salem
Improved coordination with CC Rider, Yamhill, Tillamook, SMART and other
transit providers
•
Complete bike/ped network on local roadways and regional trails
•
Mixed use areas have increased bike and pedestrian connectivity with signal
priority and supportive amenities
•
Widen Tualatin Sherwood Road to 4/5 lanes
th
•
124 Avenue extension from Tualatin Sherwood Road to Grahams Ferry
•
I-5 to 99W Southern Arterial Connector (3-lanes)
•
Safety improvements on Cornelius Pass Road between US 26 and US 30
•
Overcrossings of Hwy 26, OR 217, and I-5
Century Blvd (3-lane)
rd
173 Ave
SW Hunziker St to SW Beveland St
Pedestrian bridge to Washington Square
Day Road
th
Greenhill Lane to 65 Ave
•
Road network from latest Urban reserve concept plans
•
Reduce travel speeds of arterials through downtowns and town centers
• Improve access management along key section of TV Hwy and 99W

Package B: Extension of Current Plans with Arterial Expansion
Package A Plus:
•
ITS upgrades on new arterials
Same as Package A

Package C: Beyond Current Plans with Throughway Expansion
Package A Plus:
• ITS upgrades on new roadways
Same as Package A

Package A Plus:
•
Grid transit network/frequent service with new bus routes on new arterials

Package A Plus:
•
Dedicated lanes on throughways to support express transit services
•
More park and rides to supplement first/last mile transit and express services

Package A Plus:
•
More separation and protection on high speed roadways

Package A Plus:
• New bike highways adjacent to throughways

Package A Plus:
•
Improve rural roads with passing lane for trucks/bikes
Tongue/Fern Hill between Hillsboro and Forest Grove
Cornelius-Schefflin
River Road
th
•
SW 65 Ave. extension across Tualatin River
•
Widen Cornelius Pass Road between US 26 and US 30
•
Connect existing arterials (extend Cornelius Pass Road from Rosedale to
Farmington Road, upgrade Clark Hill Road from Farmington to Tile Flat, extend Tile
Flat Road from Scholls Ferry to Roy Rogers Road) to make more direct travel
between South Hillsboro, South Cooper Mountain and Sherwood
•
Connect and widen arterials parallel to Hwy 26 and upgrade with new transit and
protected bicycle and pedestrian facilities
Barnes/Burnside
Upgrade a select number of major intersections
•
•
Widen Arterial Connector between I-5 and 99W (5-lanes)
•
Overcrossings of Hwy 26 and I-5
Meek Road
Stucki Avenue
Greenhill Lane extension to Stafford Road
Century Blvd (5-lane)

Package A Plus:
•
Upgrade arterials connecting to limited access roadway
•
Evergreen extension between Hillsboro and Forest Grove
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IDENTIFIED TRANSPORTATION INVESTMENTS AND ASSUMPTIONS TO STUDY
February 18, 2016

Regional Facilities

•
•
•

Incremental safety and reliability improvements to OR 217 (e.g. Allen-Denney split
diamond interchange)
I-5 auxiliary lanes from OR 217 to I-205
New I-5 bridge over the Columbia River
th
Widen Hwy 26 to 6-lanes from 185 Ave to Cornelius Pass Road

Package A Plus:
•
Widen OR 217 to six lanes
•
Improve and realign Hwy 219 with Scholls Sherwood Road
•
Construct freight ramp meter bypass lanes at key locations

•
•

Efficiency due to emerging technology (driverless/connected vehicles)
Impact of Westside freight consolidation facility

Package A Plus:

•

Package A Plus:
•
Construct new limited access road between Hillsboro, Sherwood and I-5/I-205 with
priority lane to support truck and transit
•
Widening I-5 from Hwy 217 past Wilsonville, and I-205 between I-5 and Oregon City
•
Widen Hwy 26 to 8 lanes from Brookwood Pkwy to OR 217
•
Build a new connection to Hwy 30 and Columbia Blvd from Germantown Road via a
new road (at grade or tunnel) and a new bridge
•
Dedicated freight and transit lanes on throughways
•
Add new interchange in/near Wilsonville to access I-5 and I-205
•
Dedicated truck on-ramps at key locations

Sensitivity Tests
Sensitivity Tests

•

Regional Road User Charge

Package A Plus:

•

Throughway Tolling
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1. Overview
This report summarizes the approach the consulting team will use to evaluate transportation investment
packages in the Washington County Transportation Futures Study (Study). It has three sections:


Background: how evaluation fits into the Study



Evaluation Framework: the principles, methodological approaches, and categories of impacts
that provide a framework for organizing more-detailed evaluation procedures



Evaluation Criteria and Measures: recommendations about the specific criteria, measurements,
and analyses that will be used to evaluate different investment packages.

2. Background
In previous phases of the study, the team took a “look back” over the past 30 years to review how the
county has grown and what major transportation decisions and investments have been made to
respond to that growth. The study is currently focused on identifying alternative transportation
investments to evaluate how well they address future challenges and values important to the
community. The transportation investments will be evaluated relative to two alternative visions
(referred to as scenarios) for how the county might grow in the next 40-50 years. The future scenarios
reflect differing factors, or drivers of change, that are likely to influence the amount of population and
jobs growth, and land development patterns in the county.
These investments packages will affect the County in different ways. Ultimately, the purpose of the
evaluation is to help stakeholders understand the impacts: what they are, how they vary between
packages, how severe the differences are, etc. The evaluation will help stakeholders discuss what’s most
important and decide what types of investments they prefer to explore further.

3. Evaluation Framework
2.1 Standard evaluation principles
2.1.1 What is an evaluation framework?
For the purposes of this work, an evaluation framework is a description of high-level assumptions,
principles, and methodological approaches relevant to what is being evaluated. Broadly, an evaluation
framework is a structure for assessing trade-offs to inform future planning and policy decision-making.
At the most basic level, policy makers at different government levels have choices about future
transportation investments. In considering these choices, they benefit from information about how
those choices (also called options or alternatives) perform with respect to things that most people in
their communities care about. These “things we care about” are described in the evaluation literature
by many similar terms that get increasingly specific as they move from concepts to measurements:
Visions > values > purposes > goals > objectives > outcomes > impacts >
performance measurements > evaluation criteria.
In essence, an evaluation framework needs to assemble information (measurements, data, facts) about
how choices (plans, policies, investments) impact things that decision-makers and the people they
represent think are important, and about the relative importance of those things. The things people
think are important are reflected in the evaluation criteria, such as safety, reliability, environmental
sustainability, and economic vitality.
1
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Exhibit 1 illustrates this concept. Along the top, alternatives or choices are evaluated based on criteria
(along the side). In concept, each cell in the matrix (each combination of alterative and criterion)
provides facts, data, or measurement related to the performance of the alternative.
Exhibit 1. The basic structure of project, program, or policy evaluation

Source: ECONorthwest, based on Suhr, Jim. 1999. The Choosing by Advantages Decision-making System. Westport, Conn.: Quorum
Books.

This type of high-level evaluation framework is widely accepted in government and business as the
“rational model.” In concept, it is transparent. One can imagine a matrix on one page that shows the
absolute and relative performance of alternatives on the things that matter (the criteria). Such a matrix
would facilitate a public discussion of the pros and cons of choices: Do we have the right criteria and
alternatives? The right measurements? Have we measured well? How do the alternatives perform
relative to one another on the things we have agreed are important? Given performance across criteria,
which alternative seems best? The basis for opinions about pros and cons is documented by quantitative
and qualitative information. In other words, opinions have more influence if they are supported by good
evidence.
Though easy to explain and to grasp in theory, the practical implementation of the concept in Exhibit 1
can be difficult. The rest of this report explains why, and gives reasons for the choices made about the
methods and measurements proposed to conduct such the evaluation for the Study.
2.1.2 Typical principles and methods for evaluation
Many methods can be used to implement this basic framework. Some are highly technical and
mathematical in the way they try to model complex relationships assumed to influence future events.
Others are more qualitative (e.g., here’s a story about how the future might unfold). At least one
(usually all) alternative future assumes that some action of interest is taken, so that its impacts on things
people care about can be assessed and discussed.
These extremes define a continuum of options. Which evaluation approach is chosen depends on
purposes, precedents, available data, skills, schedule, budget, politics, and more. There is no single, best
method, but some methods are better suited to specific situations. Any method, however, should be
based on an assessment of how well it will address four principles of good evaluation:
1. Comprehensiveness and mutually exclusivity. Measuring all effects on all people, at all relevant
places, and at all relevant times isn’t practical, and evaluators develop a framework that
captures what are agreed to be the most significant effects. At the same time, evaluators try
avoid double-counting impacts, where two different categories reflect the same impact.
2
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Decision-makers cannot accurately compare choices if their benefits are double-counted, and
especially if they are unaware that double-counting is occurring. 1
2. Practical measurement. The number of measures can grow rapidly as categories expand to
subcategories and alternatives are evaluated against different assumptions about driving forces
(scenarios). Adding new measures can become impractical and deliver meager benefits.
3. Consolidation. The evidence of experience is clear: people can manage lists of about 6 – 10
items before the list starts becoming confusing. If an evaluation has fewer than 10 measures,
they don’t need to be consolidated and can remain in their natural units (e.g. VMT per capita,
crash rate during AM peak travel period). If one has good measurement, comparing alternatives
on a single measurement is not difficult. But most policy evaluations have more than 10, and
typically the measures are grouped into categories. The challenge is how to consolidate multiple
measures, in different units, into some overall evaluation of performance by each alternative on
the broader measurement category / evaluation criterion. Some evaluations do it quantitatively,
others qualitatively, others not at all. 2
4. Weighting. People are likely to have different ideas about the relative importance of each
criterion category. For example, some people may find safety and reliability to be most
important, while others find environment, health, and equity most important. Even if each
category has consolidated the performance of measures into some type of score, a decisionmaker must consider the relative importance of each category. Is a high score in one category
worth more (meaning it is more important) than the same score in another category? Even
presenting all scores together without weighting is an implicit decision that all categories are
equal.

2.2 Proposed Evaluation Framework for the Study
How do these principles and procedures apply to the evaluation of investment packages in this study?
The next sections provide answers and context for those answers.
2.2.1 Goals and Limitations in the Study
The Study is using a travel-demand model to forecast travel: where people are going, how they get
there, and how long it takes them to get there. The model will provide useful data about transportation
performance. Data about transportation performance do not, however, describe the full picture, and
forecasting 40-50 years (for employment, land use, and transportation) introduces a lot of uncertainty.

1

Meeting the criterion of mutual exclusivity is extremely difficult in practice because there are so many different ways to
measure performance. For example, an ultimate goal of a transportation system is to provide efficient service (an excess of
travel benefits to travel costs). But travel benefits may be measured directly as travel time savings or may be inferred from a
less direct measure of travel demand (either measured in modeled trips or less directly as population or employment served).
And travel costs can be measured directly as capital and operating costs in dollars, or can be inferred from the amount of
capacity provided. Thus, some notion of system efficiency can be created by combining other measures of transportation
performance: a demand/capacity ratio can serve as a crude proxy for a benefit-cost ratio.

2

One approach to the problem of too many measures is to try to get agreement on a few comprehensive measures that seem
to capture a lot of different things that people care about. This approach can greatly simplify an evaluation exercise, but it is
rarely possible to reflect all impacts that stakeholders want to see measured. Another approach is to include many measures,
and have a system for consolidating them into high-order measures of performance. Since multiple measures are in different
units, the process for consolidation (also called synthesis or “roll up’) usually requires some methods for assigning scores and
weights.

3
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To address those limitations, at least partially, the Study is using a population and employment forecast
and a land-use model to develop two scenarios for the future of the County. These provide base data for
the modeling of future travel, but the Study will not revisit the land use model using results from the
travel demand model. In that sense, the Study is not evaluating the impacts on development patterns
resulting from the transportation investments.
The investment packages are composed of conceptual projects, not designed facilities. The goal is not to
evaluate the performance of particular proposed transportation investments—the forecasts of
population, employment, land use, and co-existing transportation facilities are too far into the future to
be the basis for designing and planning particular facilities. Rather, the goal is for stakeholders to get a
sense of the types of impacts that result from the types of future investments. At the end of the Study
neither the County nor stakeholders will pick a package of investments and implement them in full. The
evaluation will explore options and inform choices for further evaluation and refinement of the types of
projects that stakeholders seek to implement. The Study focuses on individual measurements for
discussion, not on aggregating those measurements into an overarching decision making criterion like a
benefit-cost ratio.
2.2.2 Proposed categories of investment packages
Three different transportation investment packages (options) are proposed for evaluation. The options
are designed to test varying policy options and reflect divergent investment levels of meeting long-term
economic health and quality of life in the coming decades. The packages are not detailed facility plans
and policies. Rather, they are combinations of transportation projects: technology upgrades, demand
management strategies, transit services, bike/pedestrian facilities, treatments to local roads, and
changes to regional facilities. The three packages (options) are:
•

Option A is intended to assess a policy direction that focuses on transit and demand
management and assumes investments adopted in current plans for technology, bike and
pedestrian facilities, local roadways and regional facilities. Option A projects are included in
Option B and Option C making them common to all options. However, Option A is not a base
case option in the traditional sense of being a benchmark to evaluated needed “build”
mitigation. This study does not include a traditional no-build or base case option as the goal of
this study is not to meet a specific set of performance standards like a standard community plan
or transportation system plan but rather to assess the general ability of policy and investment
choices in each option to support community goals.

•

Option B is intended to assess a policy focus on adding roadway capacity that is not currently in
adopted financially constrained plans, but would be consistent with current policy direction,
such as new arterials and widening of existing facilities. This option would help assess the effect
of an expanded arterial network, access management and widening on Hwy 217 in addition to
the other assumptions in Option A.

•

Option C is intended to assess a policy focus on additional throughway capacity that is not
currently in adopted plans and would require changes to existing policies, such as roadway
expansion in rural reserves and expansion of throughways beyond those proposed in regional
plans. While Option B focuses on arterial expansion and limited throughway widening, Option C
focuses on new and expanded throughways as investment priorities. The throughway focus is
intended to direct traffic away from existing arterials and provide alternative access
opportunities to the north, south and east. It includes the assumptions in Option A.

Sensitivity tests are included in the options to assess the effect of new technology on traffic flow, road
pricing on vehicle demand, and freight facility locations on goods movement needs.
4
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Each option includes assumptions for future investments in technology, demand management, transit,
bike and pedestrian facilities, local roadways and regional facilities. All three of the options exceed
revenue forecast for the 20-year horizon and would require additional revenue sources even for the
longer 40-50 year horizon. The evaluation process will include an assessment of how strategic these
investments are and can help set priorities for a future with limited funding. Funding was intentionally
not included as a constraint in the initial definition of options for evaluation. Study findings may indicate
that different combinations of Options A, B or C are worth further refinement and action.
2.2.3 Proposed framework and categories of impacts (evaluation criteria)
The primary purpose of any transportation system is to provide good transportation. Thus, a
transportation system needs to deliver on outcomes of transportation performance. Broadly, an urban
transportation system should do a good job of enabling all people to reach desired destinations safely,
reliably, cheaply, with reasonable amounts of travel time.
But any transportation investments or policies will have effects on more than transportation. Some of
those effects can be positive (e.g., on the economy), some are negative (e.g., on the environment). Thus,
policymakers must consider secondary impacts as well as improvements to transportation system
performance.
In addition, the distribution of those impacts (by location or group) often matters: an investment
package that performs less well in the aggregate may be judged preferable because its distribution of
impacts is considered more equitable by decision-makers.
In concept, a transportation investment package that delivers the best mix of transportation impacts
might be inferior to one that performs not quite as well on transportation, but better on secondary
impact or on the distribution of those impacts.
These considerations suggest the framework shown in Exhibit 2 for organizing the impacts of
transportation investments and policies.
The categories of primary transportation impacts are logical, simple, typical of transportation
evaluations, and different enough that they are not doing major double-counting. The categories of
secondary impacts are more difficult. In particular, it is typical for regional planning efforts to have goals
of livability, quality of life, and economic vitality. But the evaluation in this Study is about
transportation’s impacts on those things, and about finding measurements of those impacts. That
creates some complications that require careful thinking if one cares about the quality of the evaluation.
Take economic vitality as an example. There is little doubt that transportation improvements can have
effects (usually, on net, positive) on economic vitality. Travel-time benefits can directly reduce labor and
shipping costs, and indirectly reduce the need to compensate employees so that they will stay despite
uncomfortable commutes. System reliability allows households and freight users to plan more
accurately and can reduce costs associated with scheduling. Great infrastructure supports vibrant,
walkable urban districts. The travel performance benefits are what allow the economy to perform
better; they allow growth to occur. Lower travel times, higher reliability, fewer crashes: all these allow
people and freight to move better, which makes an urban economy work better and grow faster. Dozens
of studies have done research to document what is a relatively obvious link: How could a more efficient
transportation do anything but improve economic vitality?
But in a transportation evaluation like this one, most measures of economic vitality are typically
expressed in terms of transportation performance (e.g., faster travel times for commuters, more reliable
travel times for freight). Those are clearly double-counts of transportation performance benefits.
5
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Reporting them again as economic vitality measures adds no new information and would have no
impact on the overall rankings of investment packages.
There are other, non-transportation measures of economic vitality, but the structure of this Study does
not make most of them practical. For example, one might measure jobs, revenues, value added, or
GDP. But this Study is not revisiting employment, population, and land use scenarios after modeling
transportation investments. Instead, jobs are forecasted and then the investment packages are tested
against how well they provide transportation services for the travel those jobs imply.
Similar arguments apply for quality of life. Better transportation directly improves quality of life by
getting people to more places, more quickly, reliably, and safely—those benefits are all captured by
travel-performance measurements. They also facilitate different development patterns and types of
developments that may improve quality of life, but these are captured under the heading of land use.
Thus, Exhibit 2 shows (1) quality of life as an overarching heading that is measured by sub-categories of
measurements, and (2) economic vitality in screened-back (in grey) to suggest that it is reflected in the
primary transportation measurements rather than measured independently.

6
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Exhibit 2: Categorizing the impacts of transportation investments or policies:
Primary Impacts: Transportation System Performance
Safety
Mobility and
accessibility
Reliability
Cost

Users want to minimize the risk of injury or death. Safety is a critical feature of the
transportation system.
Everyone’s time has value, and users prefer to reach destinations sooner rather than later.
Congestion, needing to travel longer distances, or taking slower routes can increase travel
time.
Users value predictability in travel time. If speeds vary too much, research suggests that users
often may plan for the worst-case travel time scenario.
Users want transportation system benefits delivered in a cost-effective manner. Capital
investments, operations and maintenance, and policy changes all entail costs. In addition,
users pay private costs for the transportation system.
Secondary Impacts: Other Aspects of Quality of Life

Economic
Vitality
Environment

Land Use and
Community
Health

Accounting for economic vitality is usually double-counting travel benefits. Accessing
destinations quickly, safely, reliably, and cost-effectively is economic vitality. For this study,
economic vitality can inferred for the primary transportation-performance measurements and
is not evaluated with separate measurements.
Environmental impacts have long-term consequences that are not always accounted for in
policy decisions. Transportation investments can change the amount of particulate-matter and
greenhouse gas emissions. Impervious surface can affect water quality and local ecosystems if
impacts are not abated. Infrastructure development can impact resource lands.
Transportation can also affect local community character by making a place unsafe and
3
undesirable through increases in travel speeds, congestion, air quality, and noise levels.
Users can benefit from investments in active transportation to the extent they walk and bike.
Health is also related to air quality, which is influenced by vehicle emissions. In addition, safety
impacts health, though safety impacts are accounted for above.
Distribution of Primary and Secondary Impacts

Equity

Source: ECONorthwest

The distribution of impacts matter. A dictum of public policy is that the beneficiary should pay:
in other words, costs should be distributed in the same way benefits are (short-term and longterm). In practice, this is difficult to calculate technically and determine politically, so often
policymakers pay attention to the distribution of costs and benefits across socio-economic
groups, communities and geographies, and travel modes.

These categories encompass the total impacts of the transportation system. They roughly reflect the
principle of comprehensiveness and mutual exclusivity. They also reflect the community values
described last year in the Study. Finally, they reflect recommendations of hundreds of technical studies
and the practice of dozens of regional transportation plans. 4
The categories in Exhibit 2 are relatively simple and understandable, capture most things of importance,
and do not overlap a lot. But Exhibit 2 gives the illusion that everything of interest can be reported in a
one-page table. It cannot. If each category has sub-categories, each with multiple measures reported for

3

Safety impacts and air quality impacts are accounted for in other categories of impact, but they can be highlighted as specific
impacts on land use and communities.

4

For example, guidance documents from AASHTO, FHWA, FTA and ODOT on evaluating transportation systems and projects;
Metro’s Regional Transportation Plans.
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many different geographies and groups (to address distributional concerns), measurement can grow
exponentially.5
There is an unavoidable tension between the desires for (1) analytical rigor (which implies a lot of data
and complicated models to evaluate them) and (2) simplicity and transparency (a one-to-four-page
summary for busy decision-makers, the public, and the media).
The consultant team’s recommended approach in the Study is to aim for 2 – 3 measures for each
measurement category listed in Exhibit 2. With eight categories, this yields 16 – 24 total measures. Since
many of the categories can be seen as mutually exclusive, that system reduces double-counting while
reflecting the primary impacts people care about.
Section 3 of this memorandum provides more detail about the proposed measures for the eight
categories of impacts.
2.2.4 Proposed methods of consolidating of measurements within categories
The previous section suggests the likelihood of about 20 to 30 measures—two to three measures per
category. 6 That means the Study must address the issue of consolidating measures (described in section
2.1.2). Assume that measures have been selected and data collected. What method will this study use
to deal with consolidating multiple measurements for a category of impact into an overall assessment of
how each investment package performs on that impact? Where consolidation is needed, the study team
will use professional judgement and input from the Study Advisory Committee to simplify the reporting
of multiple measures.
2.2.5 Proposed method of weighting criteria
People are likely to have different ideas about the relative importance of each impact / criterion
category. For example, some people may find safety and reliability to be most important, while others
find environment, health, and equity most important. This makes rolling-up measurements or scores
into an overall assessment of investment packages politically and technically difficult.
But the nature of this Study, unlike most transportation evaluations, is such that weighting among
categories is not strictly necessary. Why not?
Most transportation evaluations are done with the intent to adopt a plan or project / investment list.
The fact that some type of decision is being made means that decision-makers should want to know
which alternative has the best performance overall, which requires weighting the relative importance of
different categories of decision-making criteria. But this is a Study not intended to be adopted as a plan.
It is investigating futures and project and policy options, and stops there. The intent is the results of the
study will help to inform future policy decisions about transportation (e.g., the next Transportation
System Plan or Regional Transportation Plan) or even land use.

5

For example, safety can categorized by number of crashes, by type; those could be subdivided into damage to people or
property; and damage to people could be measured as deaths or injuries in many ways (per year, per capita, per mile traveled,
etc.). Moreover, impacts of crashes on people are a function of crash rate and crash severity. Should one treat all accidents as
being equal and look only at crash rates? A high-speed crash that is likely to result in a fatality should be considered worse than
a low-speed crash that results only in injury. Transportation investments that greatly reduce crash severity while only
marginally reducing crash rate might not appear to be beneficial if one just looked at crash rate. Should one instead only
measure crashes that result in at least one fatality, while ignoring non-fatality crashes?

6

In fact, Section 3 has a total of around 25 measures: the study team may try to reduce that number after review by the
Combined Planners Group and the Study Advisory Committee.
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Thus, the Study will not do formal weighting of measurement categories or individual measurements. It
will, however, generate some information about their relative importance based on input from the
Study Advisory Committee, other stakeholder groups, and the public as they describe their views about
the different transportation investment options through the review of the final report (see next section).
2.2.6 Use of measurements
The Study is not resulting in an adopted plan. It is investigating futures and project and policy options,
and stops there.
To facilitate this process, the measures will be used in a public discussion on trade-offs and implications.
During this public discussion, it is likely that stakeholders and members of the public will weigh in on the
relative importance of these measures to each other. The public conversation is the appropriate forum
for people to discuss which of the categories they find to be most important and why, and how this fits
into public policy. This will be important input to future decisions based on the Study findings.

4. Measurements
Section 2 discussed several issues related to framework and methods. Among its conclusions:
•

Evaluation means providing information about things people care about—that means
measurement.

•

For most public policies or investments, people care about dozens or hundreds of things. To
make sense of measurements, they have to be grouped categories of measurements, which are
simultaneously categories of evaluation criteria.

•

To remain understandable, an evaluation should have no more than about 10 categories of
performance measurement / evaluation criteria. For this Study, Exhibit 2 recommended eight
categories for assessing the relative performance of combinations of investment packages and
growth scenarios.

•

The more measurements there are in each category, the harder it is to assess the overall
performance of each alternative (investment package) in that category without having some
process for consolidating measurements within the category (using either quantitative methods,
like scoring, or qualitative methods, like group discussion and consensus).

•

Because this study is not making policy decisions, but only trying to understand possible futures
in the County and the implications for the performance of its transportation system, it may not
need to consolidate measures into category scores. But if it does not, discussion of individual
measurements will be easier to the extent their numbers are smaller (20 to 30) rather than
larger (50 to 100).

This section goes into more depth on the measurements for this Study. It is organized by measurement
category (per Exhibit 2). For each, it recommends and describes a few specific measurements that the
study team believes do as good a job as possible at being simultaneously comprehensive (covering
important things that people involved with this Study want to see addressed) and mutually exclusive
(reducing the amount of double counting—i.e., of having measurements that are different ways of
measuring the same effect). Given eight categories and an objective of 20 to 30 measurements, that
means trying to adequately describe each performance category (e.g., safety, economic vitality) with
just two or three measurements.
9
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It is no challenge to generate hundreds of measures in theory. It is easy to describe 5 to 10 different
measurement in each of the eight categories, and to describe 3 to 5 different ways those measurements
could be specified (e.g., as a % of total, as per capita). Moreover, for most measurements people may
want sub-measurements of their distributions, that is, how different segments of the county might be
impacted differently. In WCTFS, potential segmentations for the measurements include:
•

Sub-area/community: Approximately 8-10 combinations of the Washington County
transportation analysis zones (TAZs) used in the travel-demand model 7

•

Cut lines or facility: Trips that or use particular roads

•

Mode: Auto relative to non-auto trips

•

Income: TAZs with bottom quintile of average household income

•

By roadway classification: arterials, collector

•

By trip purpose: work trips relative to non-work and truck trips

•

By time of day: all day, am or pm peak

Taking the midpoint of those estimates would mean that one would have over 1,000 individual numbers
for each of six combinations of investment packages / scenarios. No one could make sense of that
without consolidation of measurements by some scoring algorithm, which would imply weighting the
importance of individual measurements.
Thus, the study team sees its task as making recommendations, and providing reasons for those
recommendations, on two or three measurements for each of eight categories of measurement that
best capture performance on the issue of importance being addressed, and on a few ways such
measurements might be most usefully segmented. The sub-sections that follow describe what each
measurement category is about, and then describe the recommended measures and segmentations. 8 A
final table at the end of this section summarizes the recommended measurements. In addition, example
matrices at the end of this section show how results and segmentations could be displayed.

3.1 Safety
What is it?
Many elements of the transportation system are dangerous. In 2011, Washington County had an
estimated 6,600 crashes resulting in 13 fatalities. Speed, darkness, and wet conditions were the primary
contributors, but many other factors also contribute to transportation safety. Washington County has a
diversity of vehicle transportation infrastructure conditions: rural roads, downtown streets, wide cul-desacs, and leisure boulevards. Cyclists can ride on regional trails, in urban districts, through parks, and
7

The travel-demand model forecasts travel between hundreds of travel zones in Washington County. Each zone contains a
number of households and number of jobs. Our geographic analysis will rely on these zones.
8

We have to limit segmentations. Every different way to segment a measurement doubles the number of measurements that
must be made and, more difficult, integrated into some overall evaluation. In this Study the problem is a little more
manageable because final choices about projects, investments, or policies are not being made. Thus the segmentation
measurements do not have to be integrated into a score or weighted. Rather, they are just part of a potentially large database
that people can query if they want information about a particular type of segmentation that the database has available.
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next to busy arterials. People walk to and from many places. In the course of travel, people want to feel
safe and be safe.
Recommended Measures
Percentage of high-risk areas addressed by investment packages

Possible Segmentations
Low-income communities
Sub-area
Roadway Classification

Many existing intersections and corridors are known to be high-risk areas, and in the future, new highrisk areas are likely to emerge. The Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) has developed a list of
high-risk areas known as Safety Priority Index System (SPIS). SPIS scores facilities (intersections and 1/10
mile segments) according to crash risk. The top 20% of areas are considered “high-risk.” These are
identified in the Washington County Transportation System Plan. Based on travel-model results, this list
will be modified to include new high-risk areas. Transportation projects typically improve the safety
features of the areas around them. Any work in the packages that impact these high-risk areas should
address known safety issues and increase safety levels in the County. This measure is the number of
high-risk areas affected by each package.
Percentage of high-risk pedestrian and bicycle areas treated by
investment packages

Possible Segmentations
Low-income communities
Sub-area

Similar to the measure above, this will reflect upgrades to current and future high-risk bicycle and
pedestrian areas. The evaluation will include facilities chosen from the SPIS list by County staff and new
areas identified as high-risk. The evaluation will be a qualitative assessment of how new investments
address bicycle and pedestrian areas. This measure may not vary significantly between the packages
because all include many similar bike and pedestrian investments.
VMT traveling along major roads with posted speeds over 40mph

Possible Segmentations
Low-income communities
Sub-area
Roadway Classification

Crash severity diminishes with vehicle speed: a 20-mile per hour crash is less likely to severely injure or
kill a person than a 60-mile per hour crash. Research suggests that at speeds over 40 miles per hour, risk
of fatality increases sharply. Any areas with high travel speeds increase risk of severe injury or death.
This measure is the total amount of VMT traveling along roads with average speeds over 40mph during
three separate two-hour periods throughout the day: AM peak, midday, and PM. It reflects total
exposure to high-risk areas in the course of travel.
Methodological issues
The tools used in the Study do not forecast actual crash rates. The first two measures will rely on the
investment packages to determine the location of facilities and rely on the travel-demand model to
identify new high-risk areas. The third measure is a travel outcome that is correlated with crash rates.
A measure of infrastructure seismic resilience was considered—how many bridges might fail in the
event of an earthquake? We ultimately recommended against this measure because the number of
deaths that might occur as a result of bridge collapse (cars on the bridges) is so uncertain. However,
seismic resiliency will be included in the cost analysis for all new transportation facilities.
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A measure of systemic resilience was also considered—how well might the system perform in the case
of a major catastrophic event? This might reflect the true impacts of a major seismic event: not just how
many people were on collapsed bridges but how well could first responders travel if bridges or other
arterials failed? This is an important question, and it essentially is a measure of redundancy. We
recommended against a new measure for this because we are already measuring benefits from system
redundancy in the form of reduced travel times and increased reliability.
For the two measures on safety investments, the segmentation by low-income communities and subareas will reflect where the safety investments are made. Segmentation for the third measure on travel
speeds will reflect exposure to risk, not the physical location of the roadways with high average speeds.

3.2 Mobility and Accessibility
What is it?
In the context of Study, mobility means accessing desired destinations quickly. Ultimately, this is a
function of travel time: how much time is needed to travel from one point to another. Congestion on
major throughways, needing to travel great distances, or taking slower routes can reduce travel time.
Faster transportation means time spent elsewhere: with friends/family, at work, shopping, or otherwise
in leisure. Most places in metropolitan areas are accessible via car in some way, but not all are
accessible via transit. Investments that minimize growth in travel times and increase transit accessibility
contribute to mobility.
Recommended Measures
Travel time benefits for all trips

Possible Segmentations
Low-income communities
Mode
Trip type
Sub-area

This measure reflects the aggregate benefits to all users, in all modes, using the transportation system.
Travel time benefits are how quickly people get to desired destinations under one set of transportation
conditions relative to another set. Person-hours traveled are calculated as the sum over all segments of
the time it takes to traverse a segment multiplied by number of travelers using that segment, for
different user classes at different times throughout the day. This measure represents how much time
people spend traveling during the day. If the number of trips doesn’t change as a result of changes to
the infrastructure, benefits are the same as the difference in number of person-hours traveled. If the
number of trips does change, which it usually does, benefits are calculated as the change in travel time
per trip times the average number of trips between the two alternatives. This reflects the benefits
people get from being able to make more trips if travel becomes less costly. In this evaluation, the value
of all travel times are considered equal: retirees running errands, workers commuting, and trucks
delivering goods, but the measure can be segmented according to geography, travel mode, and travel
type.
Coverage of the transit system (potential person trips on transit)

Possible Segmentations
Low-income communities
Sub-area

Almost all places within the County are accessible via road, though travel times might vary. Not
everywhere is accessible via transit, and the different investment packages can offer different levels of
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access throughout the county. One way to measure transit access is the number of different transit
stops, weighted by weekly frequency of service and by number of households and jobs within a certain
distance. Overall, more stops for more people provide greater access via transit. The number of
households is an approximation, due to TAZ level reporting, but GIS and Place Palette tools may support
more granular analysis.
Coverage of the bicycle network (potential person trips on bike
lanes/trails)

Possible Segmentations
Low-income communities
Sub-area

All three packages include 100% bicycle system completeness on major roads. Only Option C goes
significantly beyond this infrastructure and invests in regional facilities for long-distance bicycle travel.
One way to measure bike network access is the number of households and jobs within a certain distance
of the network. This study is not looking specifically at the quality or performance of bicycle
infrastructure, though as noted above, we will qualitatively assess the safety impacts of on-street and
off-street facilities. The tools used (50-year population and land use forecast, TAZ-level reporting,
County-wide transportation investments) don’t support a more granular analysis.
Number of households within 30 min vehicle commute or 60-min
transit commute of select employment zones during the 2-hour
peak period

Possible Segmentations
Low-income communities
Mode
Employment zone
Sub-area

Access to a diverse labor force is an attractive resource to employers. It allows them to draw on more
potential workers, and it should correlate with overall access to jobs for County residents. For this
measure, the County will identify several key employment zones in Washington County in 2055. This
measure will reflect the total number of workers within 30 minute commute by auto or a 60 minute
commute by transit of these areas. These employment zones will be identified.
Methodological issues
Travel time benefits are an outcome from the travel-demand model. Transit system coverage is a
feature of the investment package, not a travel outcome. The model will estimate demand for travel in
typical weekday, but it does not account for atypical travel situations in which people might use transit.
People are less likely to use transit if it isn’t available in their neighborhood.
Mode-share was considered as a measure in this category, but we recommend against a separate
measure of mobility and instead measure the benefits of mode share in terms of the environment
(reduced GHG emissions) and health (improved air quality and active transportation).
A measure of vehicle-trips reduced was also considered. It’s a standard measure, but we recommend
measuring the benefits of reduced vehicle trips in other measures. If fewer people drive, it means they
found better alternatives, which will be reflected in travel-time benefits. Reduced VMT helps GHG
emissions, measured in the Environment category and local air quality, measured in the Health category.
In sum, the benefits of reduced vehicle trips will be reflected in the evaluation in other measures.
All of the measures above can be segmented by low-income community and sub-area. Travel-time
benefits and labor-force access can be segmented by mode.
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3.3 Travel-Time Reliability
What is it?
People care about the reliability of the transportation system in many different ways. Commuters
attempt to plan trips to and from work. Transit riders depend on timely arrivals and departures. Freight
users rely on a predictable window of time in which shipments can be quickly made from one place to
another. An unreliable transportation system affects everyone.
Recommended Measures
Travel-speed variation for trips on key facilities

Possible Segmentations
Transportation facility (see
discussion below)

Travel time variation from day to day greatly frustrates users. Research suggests users plan around the
worst-case scenarios, so a highly variable transportation system isn’t much better than one consistently
slow. Variation in travel speeds will correlate with variation in travel times for the same trip. Variation in
travel speeds are a function of congestion levels: highly congested and not congested corridors can offer
reliable travel times while moderately congested corridors frequently vary from day to day. This
measure will look at travel-speed variation for four key facilities during the 2-hour PM peak. It will be
reported as a variation from average travel speeds, that is, a traveler might expect to travel a certain
speed averaged throughout the week, but on any given day, they might travel much more slowly. The
measure will not be reported at the County level but will be reported at the facility level.
•

Highway 217 (whole length)

•

Highway 26 (185th to downtown Portland)

•

I5 (Wilsonville to downtown Portland)

•

New north-south connection

Transit demand-to-capacity ratio for transit during peak PM

Possible Segmentations
By corridor or subarea

When demand exceeds supply on many transit systems, lines become congested and the system
experience delays. Riders may have to wait for future trains or buses. These impacts are separate from
impacts created by congestion. Demand-capacity ratios, which show how demand for transit compares
to supply, can reflect this. Reliability for transit mixed in with regular traffic is reflected in the previous
measure for the limited access facilities. Ratios above 0.8 indicate the transit system may be
underserving demand. Ratios between 0.8 and 0.5 indicate service is adequate for demand. Ratios
below 0.5 indicate additional capacity is available to accommodate increase transit use.
Number of hours during the day in which demand-tocapacity ratios for select gateway areas is below .8

Possible Segmentations
Gateway facilities

Many businesses in Washington County rely on freight to export goods or import production inputs.
Entering or leaving the County with goods requires using several key gateway facilities, such as highway
26, Cornelius Pass, and I-5. When these facilities become too congested, travel times into and out of the
county become unreliable. This is particularly problematic for freight users, who plan upstream and
downstream production processes around a “freight window,” outside of peak travel commute periods
when goods can be moved efficiently and reliably. These facilities can experience congestion with can
compromise reliability. Reliable travel time during a consistent portion of the day is important for
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economic efficiency in the county as freight companies can generally plan freight movements outside of
peak commute periods when congestion can impact the travel time reliability of the transportation
system. Demand to Capacity (D/C) ratio is an estimate of how close travel demand is to the capacity of a
given roadway. A roadway operating at capacity would have a D/C ratio of 1.0 and is heavily congested
with slow travel speeds. D/C ratios above 1.0 indicates a roadway with demand beyond the capacity of
the roadway indicating an inability to serve traffic demand during the time period with congestion
extending into adjacent time periods. D/C ratio above 0.9 is generally reliably congested but provides
poor travel times unacceptable for freight. D/C ratios between 0.8 and 0.9 may not be able to
accommodate variation in travel demand and may breakdown resulting in unreliable travel time. A D/C
ratio below approximately 0.8 serves as a reasonable estimate of the available window for reliable
freight travel as it generally represents a roadway with enough available capacity to accommodate
variations in travel demand and provide a reliable travel time. Some of these gateway facilities are
currently known, and future gateways will be identified after reviewing travel demand model results.
Methodological issues
Reliability for transit systems separated from regular vehicle traffic (such as light rail or separated bus
rapid transit) is a feature of the packages and will be hardcoded into the model.
We considered a measure showing variability throughout the day, such as comparing travel times in the
peak AM relative to the PM. We rejected this because this is not the type of reliability that most
commuters find frustrating: variation from day to day during their normal routine. Users can plan for
different travel times for different types of trips at different hours, but when the same trip at the same
time one day takes twice as long one day relative to another day, the system becomes unreliable.
The final measure on the ‘freight window’ was discussed in depth. While it does not necessarily reflect
travel times between different parts of the County, one of the key factors influencing travel-time
reliability that the packages will impact are the gateway facilities. The packages will likely not
significantly impact travel patterns beyond Washington County, and even the mobility benefits within
the County can be negated by poor reliability at the gateway facilities. Moreover, the number of
potential port facilities and origin TAZs in Washington County is very high and presents a technical
challenge in both measuring and making sense of them. This particular measure serves as a reliable
proxy.
A measure of lane miles of congestion was also considered. This might represent total burden on the
system and could reflect impacts to freight. However, we recommend measuring that through the
mobility and existing reliability measures, because congestion will impact travel times and reliability. It
will prevent people from getting where they need to go; that is the heart of mobility benefits. To isolate
impacts on good movement, total lane miles of congestion also don’t reflect where and when
congestion occurs. Some congestion can be good: slower travel in downtown urban walkable districts is
safer and more pleasant. Both have huge impacts on goods movement. Finally, we focused on gateways
because existing measures primarily reflect movement within the County, not movement into and out of
it. This should capture impacts on freight users in Washington County.
Segmentation of vehicle (private and bus) reliability measures can be done by transportation corridor,
but it would be misleading to segment by low-income community or sub-area because not all trips from
those places will take those particular routes. Overall reliability for low-income communities is
measured in the equity category. Segmentation of the demand-to-capacity ratio for exclusive right-ofway transit would also be misleading, because the ratio reflects a system-wide condition, not necessarily
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conditions that apply to a particular rider. The modeling tools do not support accuracy at that level of
detail.

3.4 Cost
What is it?
Any benefits of an investment should be considered in the context of the investment’s cost. The
transportation system has public costs and private costs. Public costs cover capital projects, ongoing
system maintenance, and transit system operations. These are funded primary through taxes and user
fees. This category will reflect full lifecycle costs: construction, maintenance, and disposal.
Recommended Measures
Annualized capital costs (constant $2016 dollars)

Possible Segmentations
Mode

Most transportation investments have one-time, non-recurring costs associated with the
implementation of a plan, project, or action. These costs include right-of-way acquisition, permitting,
design and engineering, construction, buying new vehicles, policy advocacy, and disposal costs. Costs
will be estimated generally as a function of different types of investments in the package: miles of
freeway, arterial, collector, LRT tracks, bike lanes, sidewalks, lane management. Each will have a
different per-mile, per-vehicle, or per-facility costs that reflects all of the above. Costs will be estimated
assuming full build-out in 2055 and will be reported in constant 2016 dollars.
Average annual operating costs as a percentage of regional
personal income

Possible Segmentations
Mode

Most transportation investments also have ongoing costs. Roads need to be maintained. Transit systems
need drivers and vehicle maintenance. This indicator reflects these annual investments. It will be
reported as a percentage of annual regional personal income to reflect what share of the economy is
needed to support ongoing transportation costs. Annual regional personal income can be estimated for
each scenario.
Methodological issues
The above costs encompass all relevant costs used in a cost-benefit analysis. Other impacts can be
monetized, but they are technically considered benefits, not costs. Forecasting transit fares out fifty
years would be misleading, and the total cost of fares is included in operating costs. The amount in total
dollars can be reported in per-capita measures or as a percentage of regional Gross Domestic Product.
We considered reporting both costs in constant dollars, but we recommended against this for two
reasons. First, readers will be tempted to add up the costs, but such a measure would be misleading
because costs haven’t been discounted to adjust for inflation. Doing so would require assumptions
about when different package elements would be built and over what time period. This is a level of
detail not supported in this study. Second, readers might be tempted to develop a per-capita or perhousehold cost, but this would also be misleading, because transportation system costs are not
distributed evenly across the population, nor limited to residents. Revenues throughout the region and
the state will contribute to projects. We recommend keeping the measures separate and reported as
suggested.
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We considered the dollar value of private costs for vehicle operations and maintenance, but recommend
against it for two reasons. First, the framework explains the reasoning for not doing a full benefit-cost
analysis. In such an analysis, private operations and maintenance costs would be included in the
generalized cost function of the transportation model, and they would be considered in the estimates of
net travel-time benefits. If they are not considered in a proper benefit-cost framework, then they can
easily be misinterpreted. For example, one could reduce private vehicle costs by failing to investment in
highway maintenance or construction, or by spending all transportation funds on public transit. Second,
savings are relatively modest.
Segmentation of costs by low-income community or sub-area would be misleading. Spending in
particular areas does not equate to benefits exclusively in those areas. Moreover, spending in particular
areas does not mean funding from those areas. Such segmentation would reflect neither benefits of the
project, which are captured in many other measures, nor a cost burden to any particular user.

3.5 Environmental Sustainability
What is it?
Transportation impacts the environment in multiple ways, and many areas of policy and engineering
focus on mitigating these impacts. Environmental sustainability reflects the transportation investment’s
ability to reduce pollution levels, reduce the runoff caused by impervious surfaces, and retain natural
resource lands. Impacts can be long-term and at a large scale, such as emissions that contribute to
climate change. They can also be highly local and near-term. Many transportation projects today can
have positive benefits for the environment because they are required to mitigate impacts at stricter
standards than those required in the past. Ecosystem health and storm water runoff are particular
examples. In many ways, the legacy transportation system can cause the most damage because those
requirements were not in place when the facilities were built.
Recommended Measures
Green House Gas (GHG) Emissions

Possible Segmentations
Low-income communities
Sub-area

Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) is a key factor in estimating GHG emissions because the amount of travel
(quantified by VMT) is a direct driver of fuel consumption, which is the primary generator of
transportation emissions. There are several variables such as vehicle type and fuel source that impact
the rate of emissions per mile that emissions models such as MOVES and GreenSTEP can account for if
emission estimates are required. For this long-range study, estimating an accurate level of
transportation emission would be difficult to do even with such emissions models given the large
variability in input factors to those models over a 40 to 50 year time frame. What is more feasible for
this long rang study is to estimate if transportation emissions are likely to go up or down from one
option to the other, which is primarily driven by VMT. Additionally other factors that influence emissions
such as vehicle type and fuel mix are less likely to vary across the land use scenarios and transportation
options being evaluated.
Number of places with known storm water issues receiving
investments

Possible Segmentations
Low-income communities
Sub-area

Investments will upgrade existing storm water facilities, and any transportation investments can serve
as a proxy for storm water abatement. By law, any environmental impacts from impervious surfaces or
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other transportation facilities must be abated. Water quality must be preserved. Currently,
development in Washington County cannot benefit from land banking that enables distant abatement—
projects must treat water going back into the system. Other impacts from impervious surfaces can be
qualitatively assessed in the comprehensive land-use alignment measure.
VMT as a portion of PMT as a measure of capacity for lowemission vehicles

Possible Segmentations
Low-income communities
Sub-area

One additional way to estimate differences in emissions levels is to look at the portion of total
passenger-miles traveled (PMT) that are supplied by vehicles (VMT). If two people carpool, then VMT is
only half of their PMT. If one third of travelers ride the transit system and the two thirds are in singleoccupancy vehicles and both groups travel the same distance, then VMT is two thirds of PMT. Moving
more people using less VMT is a mechanism for reducing GHG emissions and other environmental
impacts of vehicles.
Methodological issues
The study can include assumptions about rising fuel efficiency and greater availability of alternative fuel
vehicles, but any such assumptions should account for emissions associated with alternative fuel energy
generation. Some studies include the amount of impervious surface associated with transportation
investments, but the sheer amount of impervious surface does not accurately reflect impacts on water
quality.
Segmentation of storm water abatement by low-income community and sub-area will reflect where the
abatement took place, not whether particular communities benefit from improved water quality. Such
segmentation of the other two measures will reflect the experience of the households in those
geographies: their level of GHG emissions and the portion of their PMT that is VMT.

3.6 Land Use and Community
What is it?
Transportation has short-term and long-term impacts on communities. In the short-term, travel can
affect community character by increasing danger, noise, and air pollution. These affect residents as they
relax in their yards, walk their kids to school, enjoy meals together, play sports, etc. These impacts, in
turn, make communities less attractive. In addition, transportation investments themselves can
consume agricultural and resource lands. In the long-term, transportation investments have a complex
long-term relationship with land use that planners and policymakers have been studying for years.
Travel benefits that result from transportation investments can make land more attractive for
development, catalyzing land use changes.
Recommended Measures
Ratio of VMT on collectors for preferred routes v. equilibrium

Possible Segmentations
Low-income communities
Sub-area

Cut-through traffic frustrates communities across the US. It can impact suburban communities as people
use local streets to avoid congested primary travel routes. It can also impact rural communities as
people use rural roads to avoid primary travel routes. These can make roads unsafe, raise noise levels,
and change quality of life. This measure will estimate the amount of VMT on collectors that are
attributable to normal, expected use by local residents to make their own daily trips. The travel-demand
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model will have a model state in which all routes are assigned as if no routes were congested. Once the
model reaches equilibrium and all routes are assigned after considering congestion levels, then extra
trips on collectors will reflect new trips that resulted from congestion levels. These are the cut-through
trips transportation investments might seek to reduce.
Alignment with local land use plans and policies (qualitative
assessment)

Possible Segmentations
Low-income communities
Sub-area

The RTP is consistent with local land use plans, but the packages that add facilities beyond that might
vary in how well they support or conflict with community visions. There are many reasons that
transportation investments can support community visions. This measure will be a score assigned by the
County and consultant team that reflects the following factors:
•

Alignment with regional transportation policy

•

Limits on throughway lanes

•

Impacts on designated agricultural land

•

Improving access and walkability in mixed-use districts

•

Improving roadways designated for heavy use

•

Consistency of functional classification in local plans with forecasted demand

•

Potential to increase development pressure inconsistent with adopted plans, such as in rural
cities and agricultural areas

Methodological issues
The tools used in this study will not model the changes in land use that result from transportation
investments, but the investments themselves can offer insight into how development might occur, given
transportation investments.
The measure of cut-through traffic discussed above is not 100% accurate, because many collectors are
intended to support moderate levels of spillover travel. Not all VMT on these roads from these
measures will be undesirable or unintended cut-through traffic. However, this should not drastically
change how the packages score relative to each other.
Both measures can be segmented by the low-income communities and sub-areas that are impacted.
This will reflect where the cut-through traffic takes place and where transportation is aligned with landuse.

3.7 Health
What is it?
Transportation systems can influence human health in multiple ways. Particulate matter emissions have
highly local effects on respiratory health, and a large body of research has focused on measuring and
mitigating these impacts. In addition, active transportation infrastructure can influence physical activity levels
in a community. Active transportation modes are generally considered to include all non-motorized modes,
such as biking and walking, and to a degree transit (which must often be accessed by foot or bike). Biking to
work, shopping on foot, walking to nearby transit stops are all considered physical activity, which has been
shown to increase both physical and mental health.
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Recommended Measures
Particulate matter emissions

Possible Segmentations
Low-income communities
Sub-area

Particulate matter from vehicles can lower local air quality and impact residents, particularly children
and those with medical conditions. It can also impact resource lands. Air quality impacts will be a
function of VMT: more miles travelled will yield greater particulate matter. This measure will assign
different levels of particulate matter emissions to different vehicles classes, similar to the measure of
GHG emissions. It will be reported as the difference in particulate matter emissions relative to Package
A.
Overall non-auto mode share

Possible Segmentations
Low-income communities
Sub-area

Biking, walking, and transit can all increase physical activity levels. Mode share will change as
investments make alternate modes more accessible and increase travel time benefits relative to auto
modes.
Methodological issues
The project team will assume some level of electric vehicle (EVs) penetration. EVs do not have the same
particulate matter emission dangers that other fuel vehicles do, though the electricity generation itself
does generate GHG. The penetration of EVs will impact assumed particulate matter emissions.
A measure of stress was considered to reflect the psychological toll of poor transportation system
performance. We recommend against a separate measure because this will be reflected in mobility and
reliability measures. Positive travel-time benefits and a reliable system will reduce stress.
Segmentation of particulate matter emissions by low-income community and sub-area will show total
emissions occurring within the community, not attributable to trips originating from the community.
This will require some assumptions about the distribution of households within each TAZ, because air
quality impacts are highly localized. Segmentation by low-income community and sub-area for non-auto
mode share will reflect mode share for households within those areas.
A Health Impact Assessment tool may be utilized in the study process and could result in other
evaluation measures for health, such as minutes of physical activity.

3.8 Equity
What is it?
Overall measures of system impacts are important, but policymakers care about how these impacts are
distributed among different users and different communities. Historically, many marginalized
communities have experienced negative impacts of transportation investments while not significantly
benefiting from them. Equity is a complex topic and it can be considered in multiple ways. The Study will
consider three dimensions of equity: by income level, by community, and by mode. The measures reflect
the primary benefits of the transportation system: being able to get to desired destinations.
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Recommended Measures
Income 1: Ratio of per-user travel-time benefits for low-income
communities relative to those for high-income communities
during peak AM travel

Possible Segmentations
Mode
Sub-area

Transportation investments that do not benefit low-income communities while benefitting high-income
communities are not considered equitable policymaking. This measure will look at how much travel-time
benefits accrue to low-income TAZs (lowest quintile) relative to high-income TAZs (highest quintile).
Benefits will be estimated for the peak PM travel because to reflect impacts on employment access.
Benefits are estimated per user to account for variations in TAZ population.
Income 2: Ratio of travel-time variation for trips from low-income
communities relative to travel-time variation for trips from nonlow-income communities during PM peak

Possible Segmentations
Mode
Sub-area

Similar to the measure above, this reflects differences in reliability benefits that different communities
get from the transportation investments. Reliability is important to all households, but research suggests
that low-income workers are more likely to work in jobs that are less flexible with start and end times,
such as retail, food service, or production. Benefits are estimated per user to account for variations in
TAZ population.
Mode 1: Ratio of travel-time benefits/user for non-auto modes
relative to auto modes

Possible Segmentations
Low-income communities
Sub-area
Trip type

Policymakers may want to see how packages benefit travel-times/user for non-auto modes relative to
auto modes. Many benefits associated with non-auto modes are already reflected in measures above,
but this specifically was selected as an indicator of overall equity by travel mode.
Mode 2: Demand-capacity ratio for all transit

Possible Segmentations
Transit type
Sub-area

Demand-capacity ratios show how demand for transit compares to supply. This was measured above for
exclusive right-of-way transit modes, such as light-rail and BRT, but here, it is applied to the entire
system. Very low ratios means transit may not be allocated where it is needed most, while very high
ratios means areas are underserved by transit.
Methodological issues
Travel time benefits cannot be calculated for bicycle and pedestrian modes, but they can be for transit.
The models used are not designed to calculate travel times for non-auto, non-transit modes. There are
measures that reflect benefits to non-auto and non-transit users, including active transportation and
number of bike-lane miles. Moreover, the packages themselves were designed to invest heavily in both
bicycle and pedestrian modes.
One measure considered but rejected is overall travel distance. We rejected this because total travel
distance is often less important than travel times, and the other disbenefits associated with longer travel
distances (emissions, safety, etc.)
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In the data appendix, almost all measures proposed in this document can be segmented according to
these equity dimensions. The Recommended Measures above represent particular ways to think about
equity that are relevant to evaluation and condense the number of data points needed to evaluate
impacts.
Meaningful segmentation by sub-area for the first two income measures will depend on how many TAZs
are within a particular sub-area. If there are only five TAZs, then the measure is the ratio of the lowest
income to highest income in that subarea, even if the highest income TAZ in that sub-area is actually one
the lowest in the County. The first mode-equity measure can be segmented by sub-area and low-income
community. The second mode-equity measure can be segmented by transit type (exclusive right-of-way
and non-exclusive right-of-way), sub area, and low-income community.
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The table below summarizes the key measures recommended in this evaluation. All measures will be reported out at 2055, after full buildout. In
addition, measures will be reported out relative to package 1. Absolute measures will be difficult to interpret without a separate baseline value.
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The table below shows how each County-wide result could be reported.
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The table below shows how each measure could be segmented. Not all measures will be segmented the same, and this table shows an example.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Overview
Washington County is evaluating long-term transportation investments and strategies as part of the
Transportation Futures Study. The Study will identify tradeoffs between alternative transportation
investments and inform future choices and decisions.
As part of the study, the County conducted a public outreach and comment period in winter 2015/2016.
The main purpose of the outreach period was to present and solicit input on the land use scenarios,
future transportation trends, and types of investments to study to meet the economic health and quality
of life in Washington County in the coming decades. This report summarizes the outreach conducted
and public feedback received.

Outreach Activities
The study team held meetings with the Study Advisory Committee and public agency and jurisdiction
staff to solicit transportation investment ideas to study. Additionally, the team conducted outreach to
solicit feedback from the public, including:
•

Online Open House (Jan 25 to Feb 19, 2016)

•

Briefings and meetings with organizations and individuals.

•

Targeted outreach to Spanish-speaking populations in partnership with Centro Cultural.

Outreach Purpose
The main purpose of the outreach period was to present and solicit input on the future transportation
trends and types of investments to study to meet the economic health and quality of life in Washington
County in the coming decades. The study team sought input on two key questions:
•
•

What trends will change the way we live and travel in 40-50 years?
What are the best transportation investment ideas to study? The study team presented
proposed ideas to study around seven modal categories and sought feedback:
o Freight (Trucks)
o Reducing vehicle trips
o Major Roads
o Emerging technology
o Throughways
o Biking and Walking
o Transit
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II. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF PUBLIC COMMENTS
This section summarizes comments from the following sources:
•
•
•
•

274 online open house survey responses
6 emails and letters submitted to the Study team
5 comment forms submitted at Study Advisory Committee meetings
10 comments submitted through the project website comment form

A more detailed summary is provided in section III of this report.

1) Comments on Future Trends and Land Use Scenarios
149 people provided a response to the online open house question: How do you think people will get
around Washington County in the coming decades? What technological, social, or other trends will
change the way we travel?
Many said that in the future, mixed-use, compact development will be prevalent in the County’s urban
areas. People will live in denser communities where they can easily access goods and services without
traveling great distances. There will be an increased need to protect and preserve farmland and open
space, including farms close to urban centers.
Many comments focused on the type of housing that will be needed or preferred in the future—
including multi-family housing, affordable housing, small homes, large homes, executive housing, and
co-housing facilities.
Many comments centered around how we will get around in the future. Some commented that vehicle
congestion will increase and travelers may face a loss of mobility if facilities are not expanded. On the
other hand, investment and use of walking, biking—and especially transit—will increase. Use of active
modes has the potential to improve the health of people in the future. Some said that self-driving
vehicles will be prevalent, as well as an increase in car sharing and use of electric and low-emissions
vehicles.

2) Transportation Investment Ideas
The study team provided information on potential transportation investment ideas to study, organized
around seven modal categories. The public was asked whether the County has captured the most
important ideas to study and to provide other ideas.
This section summarizes comments, organized by the seven modal categories.
1. Reducing Vehicle Trips
Many comments focused on the need to plan and design cities and communities to reduce vehicle trips.
This includes community design and zoning that places homes closer to work, moving toward better
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jobs-housing balance, as well as more mixed-use developments so that people can walk or bike to
access most needs and services.
Some comments were made in support of expanding employer sponsored transit incentives, such as
employer-sponsored shuttles, bike-to-work programs, as well as tax incentives for employers.
Comments showed mixed support for pricing strategies such as tolling and a road user charge. There
was some concern about traffic flow impact of tolling and effect on low-income drivers. Some
comments wanted to see a congestion-based road user charge.
Many people suggested bicycle, pedestrian and transit improvements to provide an alternative to
driving. Others suggested some technology and road and throughway improvements. These comments
are addressed under the appropriate modal category.
2. Emerging Technology
There was general support for studying impacts of the proposed technologies. A number of comments
supported studying self-driving vehicles. Some noted that this technology would make travel safer and
more efficient, but might actually increase the number of cars on the road. There were questions about
whether self-driving vehicles would actually fully develop, and equity implications around who can
afford this and other technologies.
Some comments suggested additional technologies to complement the increase in electric vehicles,
such as continuous charging for vehicles while en-route and solar-cell paved pathways. Some would like
to study other vehicle fuels, such as hydrogen and compressed natural gas.
Some additional technologies suggested for study include delivery drones, personal flying vehicles or
hover vehicles, on-demand transit options, and the impact of 3-D printers.
3. Biking and Walking
Many comments supported the proposed investment ideas, particularly separated bicycle routes to
improve safety and reduce conflict with vehicles. Many want to see more sidewalks in all parts of the
County, as well as a complete bike/ped networks that connects to major urban areas and destinations.
Several comments support a comprehensive trail and/or multi-use path system.
There was both support and concern about reducing traffic speeds in urban areas; which could improve
safety but have a negative impact to vehicle flow. Some suggested other road diet or traffic calming
measures.
Some suggested studying education and promotion of active transportation choices, as well as
enforcement against drivers and cyclists who violate traffic laws and safety.
4. Transit
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Some comments were made in support of the proposed transit improvements, especially extending
high capacity transit to Forest Grove and Sherwood as well as an express MAX line to Portland. Many
people suggested a wide range of specific new transit lines, including some support for high capacity
transit from Sherwood to Beaverton/Hillsboro. Many said that there is a need for more explicit transit
plans for high-growth and new residential communities (such as South Cooper Mountain, Aloha, and
South Hillsboro).
Several comments were made about the interaction of transit and other modes. Some would like to see
improvements that make it easier to combine bicycling and transit, as well as improved walking and
biking access to transit stops. Some suggested more bus pullouts to reduce impediments to vehicle
traffic flow, as well as increased Park and Ride facilities.
5. Freight (Trucks)
Many comments provided support or concern for some of the proposed improvements. Many people
expressed concern about routing more trucks onto roads as an alternative to freeway travel, as this
could reduce livability and quality of life; many said it makes more sense to widen roads and add
freeway capacity to keep trucks off of local roads. At the same time, people worried that widening
roads and adding freeway capacity could increase the amount of driving and congestion in the long term
and harm agriculture in the rural areas where new throughways are proposed.
Some people provided ideas for other improvements to study. Many suggested restricted travel times
for freight to reduce trucks on roads during peak hours. This could be complemented with congestion
pricing. Similarly, some suggested restricting the size of trucks that can travel in urban areas or
implementing policies that would allow only small delivery trucks in urban and neighborhood areas. A
number of people also suggested studying increased use of freight rail to take more trucks off the
roads. Some would like to study the impact of new technology such as drone deliveries.
6. Major Roads
Many comments provided support or concern for some of the proposed improvements. A large number
of people supported the “Around the Mountain” concept to provide connections for the new
communities in South Cooper Mountain and South Hillsboro. There was both concern and support for
building a new arterial between Forest Grove/Hillsboro and 99W/Sherwood; some said it would
alleviate congestion, and others were concerned about impacts to rural communities, farmland, and the
environment. Some expressed concern about widening Cornelius Pass Rd for similar reasons.
Participants provided a wide range of other ideas to study, including many specific suggestions to
improve select roads and connections. Some of the many suggestions including widening TualatinSherwood Rd, improving travel around Nike and Intel, and alternative ways to address the Sunset Tunnel
bottleneck.
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7. Throughways
Many comments provided support or concern for some of the proposed improvements. People
expressed both support and concern for a new limited access road between Hillsboro, Sherwood and I5/I-205. The new throughway could alleviate congestion and provide an alternate route, but could also
negatively impact farmland, forests and quality of life. Some expressed concern about an extension to
Hwy 30 and Columbia Blvd via Germantown due to potential impacts to farmland and Forest Park.
Many supported widening Hwy 26 and 217. There was general concern that widening roads and
freeways could cause more people to drive and contribute to more congestion.
Some new ideas were suggested. These included alternative routes to connect Hwy 30 with I-5 and/or
Vancouver via a new bridge over the Columbia River; widening Hwy 26 all the way to Portland or
otherwise addressing the Sunset Tunnel bottleneck; and building an upper deck to Hwy 217 for express
traffic.
A number of people supported building some of the major road improvements first (specifically the
Around the Mountain concept) and then focusing on developing new throughways as a long term plan.
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III.

ONLINE OPEN HOUSE SUMMARY

1) Online Open House Format and Participation
The online open house was available from January 25 to February 19, 2016. It can be viewed at:
http://openhouse.jla.us.com/project/wcts2# (commenting features are now disabled).
Approximately 674 people visited the online open house, and 274 members of the public submitted
responses to the online open house questions.

2) Open House Stations
The open house included four “stations” that provided information about the study and invited
participants to provide feedback on specific questions:
1. Study Overview – This station provided background information about the study purpose,
process, and public engagement program.
2. How could we grow in the next 50 years? – This station included videos and graphics that
illustrate how the County might grow over the next 40 to 50 years, based on current plans and
policies and expert input on future trends and potential shifts in demographics, economics, land
use, and travel behavior. Participants were asked to post comments about the technological,
social, or other trends they think will change the way we travel.
3. Transportation Investment Options –This station included potential transportation investment
ideas to study, organized by mode. Participants were asked survey questions about whether
the County has captured the most important ideas to study and to provide other ideas.
4. Next Steps – This station explained the next steps in the study process and ways to stay
involved. It also asked for any other comments and provided optional demographic questions.

3) Notification and Outreach
The study team used the following outreach strategies to publicize and invite the public to participate in
the online open house:
•

Emails – A series of emails were sent to the stakeholder database to invite members of the
public, stakeholders and agency partners to participate in the online open house.

•

Website announcements – The study website and Washington County website prominently
announced the online open house and invited people to participate.

•

Media releases – The study team sent several press releases to area media sources.

•

Community Newspapers and Newsletters – The study team reached out to cities, chambers of
commerce and community organizations throughout the study area to collaborate on outreach
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for the online open house. As a result many cities, agencies and organizations included
information about the online open house in their newsletters and email blasts.
•

Tualatin Valley Community Television – County staff used TVCTV to invite the public to the
online open house by running Bulletin Board notifications and the study overview video.

•

Social Media – Washington County staff used the WC-Roads and Washington County Twitter
feeds and Facebook pages to tweet and post about the study. Other agencies and organizations
reposted and retweeted through their own Facebook and Twitter accounts.

•

Outreach Targeted to Underserved Communities –
Spanish-Language Outreach: The study team partnered with Centro Cultural to obtain input
from Spanish-speakers in Washington County. Centro Cultural posted a short survey in Spanish
on their Facebook page asking for input on future trends and transportation investments. They
also led short discussions with Spanish speakers during three regularly scheduled classes and
events.
Other Outreach: The study team reached out to community based organizations to encourage
them to spread the word about the online open house to their membership. The study team
also provided a briefing to the Beaverton Diversity Advisory Board.

•

Outreach to Youth and Schools – The study team reached out to school districts, PCC Rock
Creek, Pacific University and public libraries to distribute notices about the online open house to
their students and staff.
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4) Comment Summary
This section summarizes feedback received through the online open house. Some comments are
followed by a number in parenthesis to indicate approximately how many people said that comment.
Question #1: How could we grow in the next 50 years?
The online open house asked: How do you think
people will get around Washington County in the
coming decades? What technological, social, or other
trends will change the way we travel?
Participants provided their feedback on a comment
wall where they could see other participants’
comments. 149 people provided a comment.
Comments related to land use:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Mixed-use, compact development will be
more prevalent. People will live in denser
communities where they can easily access
goods and services. (19)
o This will be fed by increased
telecommuting, better public
transportation hubs, and a greater
percentage of the population that
desires high quality housing in vibrant areas. Communities will become more walkable
as a result of compact development and increased investment in sidewalks.
Urban centers will become denser. (4)
o Will lead to increased investment in all modes.
o Will include population centers with land for food production.
Increased density will lower our quality of life because it will feel too crowded and there will be
increased congestion. (7)
Preference for growing the existing system and developing within the UGB rather than
expanding roads. (2)
Increased need to protect and preserve farmland and open space, including farms close to
urban centers. (6)
Increasing need to protect open spaces and access to nature. (3)
Hillsboro will become a major city and global center for high technology. (3)

Population, Demographics and Employment
•

Population is likely to double or more. (4) There will be increased population from climate
refugees, and larger, older, and more diverse population.
Washington County Transportation Futures Study
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•
•
•
•

Major industries may leave the County resulting in less population growth than expected (2)
Employment projections seem too high.
More people will work locally or online, reducing commutes. (10)
Traditional commuting hours will disappear as schedules become more varied.

Housing: Many diverse comments on the types of housing that will be needed in the future:
•
•
•
•
•

We’ll see an increase in multi-family, co-housing, and small homes. (3)
Will need housing for all income levels. (2)
Need more affordable housing near city centers or see a decline in low-income families. (2)
People will not desire to live in small apartments.
Need more executive housing as economic growth produces very high income earners.

How we get around
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vehicle congestion will increase. (20) In the face of increased population, there will be a need
to make more road improvements and expand facilities, or else face a loss of mobility. (7)
In general, we’ll see more walking, biking, and taking transit. (21)
o Aided by an increase in bicycle and pedestrian commuter paths and trails. (4)
o Active transportation options will improve health of people; we’ll see a healthy
population (mentally and physically) overall as a result. (3)
o Increase in older population means we’ll need more non-driving options. (2)
Increased investment in and use of mass transit. (12)
o Investment in transit will be necessitated by population growth. (3)
Increased desire for healthy, inexpensive, and reliable transportation options.
Self-driving vehicles will be prevalent. (11) It is likely that they will not be personally owned and
will make parking obsolete. Driving will become safer and more efficient.
Increase in car sharing and alternative transportation methods as opposed car ownership. (4)
Increase in electric and low emissions technology. (5)
Fewer cars. (3)
We will see an increase in driving. (3)
Hovercraft and above-ground travel options will increase.
More automated freeways.
Modular vehicles that can "entrain" on freeways.
Hyperloop technology.
Increased real-time traffic information and “smart” traffic infrastructure.
Increase in delivered goods including drone deliveries. (2)
Higher density will create the need for more public right of way to serve all modes. (2)
Improved economy means more freight on roads.
Income inequality will result in smart car ownership for a few and transit for the majority.
We won’t see much change; people’s habits change slowly. (2)
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Question #2: Have we captured the most important transportation ideas to study?
The online open house presented information about the potential transportation investment ideas to
study that the team had collected over the past several months. It then asked participants to answer
whether the team has captured the most important ideas to study and to provide other ideas and
comments.
The investment ideas were organized into seven modes or categories.
1. Reducing Vehicle Trips
75 participants said that the County has captured the most important
ideas to study, and 132 had other ideas or comments. 139 people
made a comment.
Comments related to “new mixed use areas” and parking
management, plus other land use planning strategies:
•

•

•
•
•
•

The online open house presented these
strategies to reduce vehicle trips for
public review:
• New mixed-use areas with parking
management (i.e., paid parking and
limited parking hours areas)

• Employer sponsored transit incentives
Community design and zoning that places homes closer to
• Increased car, bike, and ridework, moving toward better jobs-housing balance. (12)
sharing programs
o Including affordable and senior housing. (2)
•
Implement a road-user charge based
o Incentives for people to live close to work. (2)
on how many miles a person drives (as
o Work with Metro to allow jobs and housing in the
an alternative to the gas tax)
same sub-regions to shorten commutes.
• Turn some freeway lanes into tollo Provide adequate market housing choice around
ways and/or “managed lanes” where
employers and industry. (2)
drivers pay a charge to use a lane
More mixed-use developments so that people can walk or
• Integrated mobility, real-time
bike to access most needs and services. (12)
information, and mobility hubs
o Especially around transit stations. (2)
• Increased telecommuting
o Redevelop underutilized lands.
o Should be walkable areas and help balance housing,
jobs and retail. (2)
o With parking garages rather than large lots.
o Multi-story buildings. (2)
o Require new developments to provide convenient access to transit and services near
residential areas. (2)
o Redevelop mixed-use neighborhoods to include affordable housing so people of all
income levels can walk and bike to services and jobs.
Co-housing and CLT housing strategies to reduce the amount that people travel.
Shorten commutes by fostering new businesses and avoiding huge employment complexes.
More street trees (2). Put powerlines underground to allow growing more big trees.
Parking maximums for housing, retail and job centers.
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Comments on ride-sharing programs:
•
•
•

Support for studying bike sharing. (5)
Government sponsored smart car carpools that will send cars to specific locations on-call.
Education and incentives to use car sharing programs.

Comments related to employer sponsored incentives:
•
•
•
•
•

Incentivize variable business hours to spread out peak travel times.
Incentives for large employers with multiple locations to allow employees to transfer to
locations closer to their homes.
Tax incentives for businesses/employers that can demonstrate vehicle trip reductions. (2)
Employer-sponsored shuttle buses and bus transportation. (3)
Employer-sponsored bike-to-work programs.

Comments related to telecommuting:
•
•

Telecommuting is not an option for many employment types. (2)
Increased teleconferencing/videoconferencing will be the norm. (3)

Comments related to pricing strategies:
•

•

•
•
•

Tolling/HOV lanes
o Support HOV lanes (to encourage more ridesharing). (4)
o Strategies to avoid congestion caused by waits at toll booths.
o Tolling is discriminatory towards the poor. (2)
o Tolling does not seem to improve traffic flow. (2)
o Don’t think of tolling and road user charge as a way to reduce trips. It is a revenue
generating tool.
o Look at Texas model for tollways.
o Support tolling on the new throughways. (3)
Road user charge:
o Should be based on time of day; higher at peak hours (i.e., congestion-based road user
charge). (4)
o Question about the financial impact and how the charge is collected. (3)
o Do not support. Unfairly punishes those who live in rural and outer areas. (2)
Avoid punishing drivers.
Charge a fee to people who move from out of State.
Concern about how to fairly pay for improvements. All travelers should bear part of the cost,
regardless of their mode (including drivers, electric vehicle owners, cyclists, etc.). (2)

Do not support trying to change travel behavior. (9) People will continue to drive; build more roads. (8)
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Comments that pertain to other categories:
•

•

•

•

Biking and Walking
o Improve bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure, connectivity, and safety to provide an
alternative to driving (20). This includes more multi-use paths, trails, protected bike
lanes, connection to transit, and others.
o Reduce speeds on some roads and use road diets.(3)
o Others: Safe routes to schools; increased use of electric-powered bicycles; powered
walkways.
Transit
o Improve/make it easier to use transit (27). Includes improved bus routes to all parts of
the County, more MAX and high capacity lines, adequate park and rides, better ticket
affordability, last mile connections, street car routes and smaller buses, and senior
access.
Technology
o Foster self-driving vehicle usage. (7)
o Others: Drones for future deliveries; coordinated traffic signals; increase in electric
vehicles.
Arterials and Throughways
o Support for new North-South throughway. (5)
o Support Around the Mountain Concept. (2)
o Increase road and highway capacity; improve road and freeway system. (9)
o Fix the Raleigh Hills crash corner. (2)
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2. Emerging Technology
101 participants said that the County has captured the most
important ideas to study, and 85 had other ideas or comments. 97
people made a comment.
New ideas to study:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The online open house presented these
emerging technologies for public review:
• More electric vehicles—including
electric cars, bicycles, and freight
trucks
• Electric vehicle charging stations

Chair lifts and cable cars. (2)
• Driverless vehicles, i.e., “self-driving
Drones that make deliveries will reduce some need for
cars”
freight or delivery trucks. (3)
• Interconnected traffic signals
Personal flying vehicles. (3)
• Smartphone technologies that help
Hover vehicles that do not require roads.
people plan routes, share rides, and
On-demand transit options and technologies to improve
share cars and bicycles
• Increased online shopping
transit. (2)
Impact of 3D printers on business, retail, and freight
movement.
Breathalyzer controlled ignitions on all vehicles to reduce drunk driving. (2)

Comments about electric vehicles and charging stations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Electric bicycles will increase the ease and range of cycling.
Increase in electric vehicles.
Will need more electricity generation to support increased use of electric vehicles.
Support studying more EV charging stations (will be needed for people that don’t have access
to garages and driveways) and continuous charging for EVs while enroute. (2)
Other vehicle fuels, such as hydrogen and compressed natural gas. (4)
Modular vehicles that can "entrain" on freeways (linking cars in chains). (2)
Solar-cell paved pathways and roadways to charge vehicles and buildings. (3)
Only wealthy individuals will be able to afford electric vehicles.

Comments about driverless vehicles
•
•
•
•
•

Support studying self-driving vehicles. (11) Self-driving vehicles will make travel more safe and
efficient, require much less parking, and may be publicly owned.
Study policies that incentivize carpooling over SOV trips. Self-driving cars are not likely to
reduce trips. (2)
It is likely that self-driving vehicles may never fully develop. (5)
Concern that self-driving vehicles are unsafe and should not be encouraged.
Examine health and equity impacts of self-driving cars; not everyone will be able to afford. (2)

Comments about interconnected traffic signals
•

Support studying Interconnected traffic signals to manage traffic and sense traffic flow. (3)
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•

Infrastructure that can sense pedestrian and cyclist movement to make biking and walking
more efficient. (2)

Comments about smartphone technologies, wayfinding and ridesharing
•
•
•
•
•

Support increased and incentivized ride-sharing. (4)
Increased wayfinding with real time traffic and incident monitoring. (4)
o Increased use of map apps is likely to increase traffic on alternate routes.
More enforcement when people use phones while driving.
County-wide free Wi-Fi to support affordable use of smartphone technologies while moving.
To increase bike sharing, prevent bike thefts and provide secured/locked bicycle parking.

Comments about online shopping
•
•
•

Online shopping and services will reduce driving (2) but increase freight on roads.
Increased online shopping will hurt local and small businesses.
Delivery vehicles should be fully loaded and routes coordinated to maximize efficiency .

Other comments
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technology is not enough to fix congestion. (2)
County policies and decisions are likely to have little effect on technology and what people
choose to drive. The market will dictate this. (4)
Only consider technologies that reduce vehicles on the road; many of these strategies are autocentric. (2)
With rising income inequality, only some of the population will be wealthy enough to take
advantage of new technology. (2)
Prioritize use of technology.
Concern about how we will pay for all of these improvements.

Comments that pertain to other modal categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use rail to move goods instead of freight trucks. (2)
Invest in additional roads and road improvements. (3)
Increased telecommuting. (2)
Increase in compact neighborhoods with amenities nearby. (2)
Use of toll roads.
Shared microbuses for commuting (see Hong Kong example).
Incentivize biking to work (ex: pay commuters to bike to work).
Narrower travel lanes.
Allow more bikes on buses.
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3. Biking and Walking
96 participants said that the County has captured the most important
ideas to study, and 104 had other ideas or comments. 114 people
made a comment.
Comments about bike/ped infrastructure
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

The online open house presented these
strategies for improving biking and
walking for public review:
• Install protected bicycle and
pedestrian facilities on all collectors

Install sidewalks where they are needed, in all communities
and arterials accessing major mixed(11). Including in residential areas, to fill in sidewalk gaps, and
use and employment centers.
less populated and unincorporated areas.
• Install separated bicycle express
routes accessing major mixed use and
Ramps for disabled users on sidewalks.
employment centers.
Add additional public right of way for sidewalks and bike
• Increased bike and
lanes rather than taking up driving lane capacity.(3)
pedestrian connectivity in mixed-use
Use of motorized skateboards/hover boards .
areas
Build bike/ped overpasses as major crossings.
•
Pedestrian and bicycle signal
More underground ped crossings (2). Including under TV Hwy
priorities and amenities such as bike
at 170th to improve traffic flow and improve bike/ped safety
parking
Mid-block bicycle and pedestrian crossings on collectors and
• Reduce travel speeds of arterials
arterials.
through downtowns and town centers
Support bike access to mixed use and commercial centers,
to improve safety.
such as Brookwood Parkway from US 26.
Support protected bicycle facilities (shared roadways on
existing arterials). (4)
o Marked, separate bike lanes so that bicycles do not ride in the roads (safety concern).
Support separated bicycle routes. (13)
o Install concrete barrier buffers or designated trails that parallel roadways.
o Would have less impact to vehicle traffic flow. (2)
o Support separated bicycle express route between Hillsboro and Beaverton, and then
extend to Tigard/Tualatin.
Support complete bike/ped networks throughout the County. (6)
o Develop a comprehensive multi-use path network separate from roadways.
o Connect to major uses such as schools, commercial areas and parks. (2)
o Fill in the bike/ped network in older portions of County (not just in new developments)
o Should be built as part of a comprehensive plan.
Focus on bicycle lanes in rural areas, which currently feel unsafe with fast vehicle traffic.
Support signal priority for cyclists. Will increase safety.
Concern about signal priority for cyclists. Would slow down traffic flow. Prefer separate
facilities for cyclists. (2)
Support more secure bicycle parking.
Proper drainage off bike/ped facilities.
Install green bike boxes at lights and intersections.
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•
•

Bumps/cuts on bicycle paint lines to alert drivers when they enter a bike lane.
Maintain sidewalks and bike lanes. (2)

Trails
•
•

Complete and connectivity to regional trail systems and parks. (3)
Inexpensive cycling trails through rough terrain.

Reduced speeds and city design and safety
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Should reduce travel speeds beyond just city centers.
Concern about reduced travel speeds. Would make traffic flow worse and have negative impact
on economy. (3)
Road diets to reduce travel speeds. (2)
Protect neighborhoods from cut through vehicle traffic.
Restrict vehicle traffic on certain roads at certain times of day.
Increased visibility/lighting on walkways and bike paths. (2)
Increased walkability and mixed-uses in neighborhoods so that people can walk/bike to nearby
services (6). Require new developments to create walkable neighborhoods. (2)
Fund Safe Routes to Schools programs. (2)
Consider safety impact to all users—drivers, walkers and cyclists.

Connection with transit
•
•

Prioritize bike/ped improvements that support transit use. (4)
Bike paths that connect into neighborhoods to support last mile travel. (2)

Education and Fees
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increased enforcement against drivers who injure bicyclists and pedestrians. (3)
Increase education and promotion of active transportation and health and safety benefits. (3)
Increased education about bicycling rules and safety. (3)
Bicycle registration/licenses and enforcement against breaking traffic rules. (3)
Employer incentives for bicycle commuters.
Require bicyclists to register and pay a fee to fund improvements. (6)

Other comments
•
•
•

Support all of these ideas. (5)
Aging and/or disabled population will not be able to bicycle. (3)
Travel by bicycle will never become a major transportation mode (6) Due to rainy weather,
suburban character of county, and inability to move goods.
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4. Transit
96 participants said that the County has captured the most important
ideas to study, and 107 had other ideas or comments. 124 people
made a comment.
Comments about the proposed strategies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Support upgrading WES to all day service. (2)
Eliminate WES due to low ridership and negative impact on
vehicle movement. (2)
Support extending high capacity transit (HCT) to Forest
Grove and Sherwood. (7) Prefer MAX extension. (2)
Support Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) on TV Hwy with improved
stops and pedestrian links.
Support Amber Glen/Evergreen streetcar to reduce 185th
congestion and provide transit to Cornell area.
Extend streetcar to serve PCC Rock Creek and areas north.
Support express MAX to Portland; making it faster to get
through downtown Portland and to the airport .(6)
Support dedicated HOV/transit lanes on major arterials and
throughways. (2)
Do not remove travel lanes for transit, as this would make
congestion worse. Build new lines or lanes.
Concern that HCT through rural areas will have negative
environmental impact to farmland.
No more transit on Hwy 26, which is already at capacity.

Support for general improvement types:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The online open house presented these
strategies for improving transit for public
review:
• More bus routes and connector
shuttles to serve residential and
employment areas
• Communications upgrades
and adaptive signals in key corridors
countywide that provide for transit
priority
• Upgrade WES to all-day service, and
extend WES to Salem
• Extend high capacity transit to Forest
Grove and Sherwood
• Add Bus Rapid Transit on TV Hwy and
Beaverton-Hillsdale Hwy
• Amber Glen/Evergreen streetcar to
connect employment and residential
areas
• Express MAX service to downtown
Portland and Portland Airport (Blue
and Red lines)
• Improved bus service
coordination with transit providers in
adjacent counties
• Dedicated transit lanes on
throughways to support express transit

Support express options with limited stops. (2)
services
Support more MAX and rail lines.
• More park and rides
Support major transit lines with grid service to
neighborhoods.
Support transit to jobs/employment centers.
Increase last mile connections between transit centers and destinations/centers and suburban
areas (2). Perhaps with smaller buses/shuttles.
Better local transit in neighborhoods and residential areas. (3)
Instead of light rail/trains, provide more bus service—which is more flexible and less costly.
Increased bus frequency and service. (2)
Make transit more affordable for short trips. (2)
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Suggestions to study other transit types:
•
•
•
•

Build subways/MAX lines underground. (4)
o MAX Blue line should run under Portland for commuter service.
Use freight rails tracks for commuter rail (ex: along TV Hwy).
Consider passenger rail and other long-distance public transportation.
Special transit options for the increasing older population.

Connection to land use:
•

More explicit transit plans for high-growth and new residential communities (such as South
Cooper Mountain, Aloha, South Hillsboro). (9)

Suggestions to improve transit in particular areas/routes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HCT from Sherwood to Beaverton/Hillsboro (such as new MAX Line). (4)
HCT connecting Wilsonville to Hillsboro.
Service to Durham Rd. (2)
Express bus line between North Bethany and high-tech employment area.
Connect Southern Tualatin/Sherwood to Wilsonville by transit.
Light rail from east of Beaverton to NW Washington County.
Improved transit to PCC Rock Creek and areas north of Hwy 26. (2)
Upgrade Line 96 to all day service.
More transit along 99W.
Rapid transit along Hwy 217.
Rail service on TV Hwy from Portland to Beaverton.
Express bus service from Sherwood/Tualatin to Portland.
Outer ring transit system that links Progress Ridge, South Cooper Mountain, Tanasbourne, and
PCC Rock Creek.
High speed service to South Cooper Mountain and River Terrace. (2)
Better connection to Banks, Forest Grove and North Plains.
Build a new transportation corridor in the new urban areas of west Washington for vehicles and
transit. (2)
Light rail stop at Sylvan.
Light rail from Sunset Highway to Intel.
Express bus from Portland to Intel and high tech jobs.
Enhanced bus from McMinnville to Hillsboro (to support new subdivisions in Gaston, Yamhill,
and Carlton).
Connections to Newberg and Yamhill.
Commuter rail to Battleground.
More transit service to outlying and rural communities.
More buses on North-South routes.
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Interaction with other modes
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make it easier to combine bicycling and transit (i.e., easier to take bike onboard, more safe bike
parking) (5)
Improved walkability, bike/ped access and safety to transit stops (6)
Install bus pullouts or improvement to provide cars with way to bypass buses that are loading
passengers so that buses do not impede traffic flow. (6)
Extend capacity of current Park and Rides and build more new Park and Rides (6). Especially
Sunset MAX station. (4)
Do not support increased transit. (7) Impedes vehicle traffic and is inefficient. Invest in roads.
Currently, driving is faster and more reliable than transit. (3)

Other amenities and technology to study
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make bus stops and shelters more comfortable, clean and safe. (4)
Improved technology, such as real-time bus arrival information. (2)
Driverless transit vehicles.
Study Japanese transit models.
Hyperloop technology. (2)
Use technology to provide on-demand neighborhood transit service.
Make it easier to carry goods on transit. (3)

Funding and cost comments
•
•
•
•

Determine whether there is enough demand for transit (through polls, statistics) before
investing heavily in this mode. (3)
Need dedicated funding for bike, ped and transit improvements.
Educate the public on the significant public subsidies that pay for roads.
Make transit users pay for improvements.
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5. Freight (Trucks)
86 participants said that the County has captured the most important
ideas to study, and 109 had other ideas. 118 people made a
comment.
Suggestions for other ideas to study
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The online open house presented these
strategies for improving movement of
goods by truck for public review:
• Expand capacity on major roads as an
alternative to freeway travel.

Study restricted travel times for freight. (20)
• Improve arterial roadways to better
o Incentivize or restrict truck travel to non-peak travel
accommodate trucks.
times to reduce congestion. (15)
• Construct freight ramp meter
o Institute congestion pricing on freeways: trucks can
bypass lanes at key locations.
only drive at peak times if they pay (5)
• Expand capacity on throughways and
Suggest restricting the size of trucks that can travel in urban
give priority to freight.
areas, so that local roads are only carrying smaller trucks for
• Dedicate truck lanes on US 26, I-5, and
local deliveries. (5)
new north-south limited access
Limit truck size for safety; should not be able to haul 3
roadway with dedicated on-ramps at
trailers. (2)
key locations.
• Develop new freight consolidation
Use more freight rail to take more trucks off roads. (11)
facilities that improve access for
o And to reduce the damage that trucks do to
Washington County goods
pavement. (2)
o Solve labor issues to reopen Port of Portland and
reduce number of trucks on roads. (2)
Use MAX light rail tracks for freight transportation. (3)
Increased drone deliveries to reduce local deliveries by truck. (5)
Encourage hybrid/electric trucks or other environmentally friendly truck design. (2)
Explore driverless delivery/freight vehicles. (2)
Underground freight systems to move goods to major distribution centers/airports.
Protected bike lanes for cargo bikes/bike delivery. (2)
Prohibit trucks from using left lane on highways. (2)
Review capacity of our bridges to handle trucks.
Separate routes for trucks and bike/peds and small electric personal vehicles. (2)
Need an alternative North-South freight route other than Sunset Highway to I-405 and I-5, such
as a tunnel or bridge on Cornelius Pass Rd to avoid environmental impacts. (2)
A tolled freight-only route that parallels US 26.
Stimulate local business so fewer items need to be shipped in. (2)
Explore the impact of 3-D printing on business and retail operations and freight movement.
Develop a new port on the Columbia River as an alternative to Port of Portland.
Allow greater truck speeds using auto sensing to manage traffic flow.

Comments about the proposed freight improvement ideas:
•

Support widening roads and adding freeway capacity. (15)
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•

•

•

•
•
•
•

o Goal should be to take trucks off small urban and rural roads. (9)
o New North-South Corridor (12). Include new bridge across Columbia River.
o Add lanes to US 27 and Hwy 217. (5)
o Widen Sunset Tunnel.
o New North-South highway from Vancouver to Beaverton/Hillsboro area.
Concern about widening roads and adding freeway capacity. (17)
o Will only encourage more driving and increased congestion. Does not solve the freight
movement problem. (3)
o Would be detrimental to quality of life.
o Put in more sidewalks and bike lanes instead.
o Reduces farmland, which means diminished food security.
o Do not support build the restricted access North-South throughway. (6)
 Would harm agricultural land.
 Destructive and outdated strategy.
o Do not support widening Cornelius Pass Rd. (3)
Concern about routing more trucks onto roads as an alternative to freeway travel. (17)
o This reduces livability and quality of life, and is an air and water pollution issue. (6)
o Especially keep trucks off of 175th.
o Negative impact to rural areas and farmland. (2)
o Freight should only travel on routes meant for trucks. (2)
o Concern about large freight vehicles in dense areas, and how this might compromise
walkability and livability. (3)
o Concern about further bisecting neighborhoods.
Support freight consolidation facilities/distribution hubs. (4)
o Support localized/smaller freight hubs rather than huge facilities.
o Put freight hubs near freeways so large trucks do not need to go into city cores. Large
trucks could then transfer goods to smaller trucks to make local deliveries.
o Integrate with rail network.
Support dedicated truck lanes. (4) On US 26 and to get around major bottlenecks.
Do not support dedicated truck lanes. (7) Especially on I-5. (2) Would be inefficient and a poor
use of limited travel lanes and discriminatory to other users. (2)
Support freight ramp meter bypass lanes.
Do not subsidize freight travel. (2)
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6. Major Roads
86 participants said that the County has captured the most important
ideas to study, and 154 had other ideas. 170 people made a
comment.
Suggestions for improvements to specific roads
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

The online open house presented these
strategies for improving travel on our
major roads for public review:
• Widen Cornelius Pass Road between
Hwy 26 and US 30

Straighten out curves on rural roads. (2)
• Connect and widen arterials parallel to
o Scholls-Sherwood and Cornelius Pass Rd.
I-5 and Hwy 26 and upgrade with new
Widen Farmington and Sholls Ferry Rd.
transit and protected bicycle and
Overpasses and underpasses on TV Highway.
pedestrian facilities
Make TV Hwy more of a limited access route.
• Connect and improve existing rural
Create a bypass option for TV Hwy. (2)
roads with passing lanes for trucks and
Improve travel in the area around Nike and Intel (i.e., Walker,
bikes for travel between Hillsboro,
Forest Grove, and Sherwood
Jenkins and Murray Roads). (3)
•
Add arterial crossings of Hwy 26 and IWiden Tualatin-Sherwood Rd to 5 or 6 lanes. (3)
5
Improve arterials parallel to Hwy 217.
• Add new arterial between Forest
Improve flow at Murray Blvd/Hwy 217 (sic) intersection. (2)
Grove and Hillsboro and between 99W
Improve Hwy 210 as an alternative to the proposed Cornelius
and I-5
Pass improvement.
• Improve access management along key
Extend 175th to TV Hwy, with bike/ped improvements.
section of TV Hwy and 99W
Widen 175th and Tile Flat. Widen Roy Rogers to 4-lanes to
• Redesign selected major intersections
Sherwood.
as roundabouts or grade-separated
Extend the Cornelius Pass improvement to include a bridge
to connect to Marine Dr and Columbia Blvd, and then a
bridge across the Columbia River at North Portland Rd.
Connect 99W to I-5 well south of Wilsonville. The proposed option (Basalt Creek Parkway
extension) will cause traffic backups in Wilsonville.
Connect Hillsboro to Yamhill County, either by expanding Hwy 47 or building a new, direct road
between Hwy 219 and Hwy 47. (2)
Address the Sunset Hwy Tunnel bottleneck. Widening Cornelius Pass will not solve this.

General suggestions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Build more parallel routes rather than widening existing roads, for better overall connectivity.
Add carpool lanes. (2)
More options for regional commuters to avoid traveling through downtown Portland area.
Plan roads before building. (2)
Study how to calm and manage traffic rather than widening roads (for example, staggered
employment and retail opening hours to disperse peak travel).
Consider more tunnels as a way to manage traffic without impacting farms and open spaces.
Support creating a road grid that connects existing routes with urban areas.
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Comments about proposed improvements
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Support new arterial between Forest Grove/Hillsboro and 99W/Sherwood. (7)
o This would alleviate traffic on other arterials and provide a new connection. (2)
Do not support new arterial between Forest Grove/Hillsboro and 99W/Sherwood. (9)
o Would be harmful to rural farmland, urban areas, and cause environmental damage. (4)
o Concern about increased speeds through farm lands.
Concern about widening Cornelius Pass Rd. (11)
o Would harm the environment, increase carbon emissions, and harm rural areas (9)
o Would dump traffic into N/NW Portland that cannot handle it. (2)
Support widening Cornelius Pass Rd. (2)
Do not support widening West Union/arterials parallel to Hwy 26 on the north side, due to
negative impact to farmland. (2)
Concern about roads through rural areas. (4)
o Building highways through rural areas will harm agricultural economy, livability, and
rural communities. (3)
o High speed roads in rural areas are unsafe and discourage use of other modes. (1)
Support the Around the Mountain Concept. Many new houses and centers are planned for the
South Cooper Mountain and South Hillsboro areas. Traffic is already bad and driving is unsafe on
175th Ave. (41)
o It makes more sense to build a road around the area than to try to funnel traffic on the
already-congested 175th Ave. Increased traffic on 175th is a safety concern. (21)
o Include bus transportation on the route. (5)
Do not support Around the Mountain Concept.
Support improving existing rural roads with passing lanes.
Do not support improving existing rural roads. Would allow fast traffic that harms farmland. (2)
Support connecting and improving existing rural roads (all rural roads, not just between
Hillsboro, Forest Grove and Sherwood).
Support new arterial between 99W and I-5.
Concern about new arterial between 99W and I-5 because of farmland impacts.
Support arterial crossings of Hwy 26 and I-5. (3)
Support adding bike lanes to any improved rural roadways.
Do not support roundabouts (bad for cyclists and pedestrians).
Support roundabouts.
Build the proposed new roads as soon as possible.
Some of these improvements are outside of the UGB, and will encourage urban sprawl.
Do not support these strategies. (8)
o These strategies will result in increased vehicle trips. (2)
o Instead, invest in better bicycle and pedestrian facilities. (2)
o Will result in more congestion in the long run. (2)
Generally support these strategies to reduce congestion. (3)
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7. Throughways
110 participants said that the County has captured the most
important ideas to study, and 108 had other ideas. 123 people
submitted a comment.
Suggestions for other ideas to study
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

The online open house presented these
strategies for improving travel on
throughways for public review:
• Construct new limited access
road between Hillsboro, Sherwood and

Widen Hwy 219 and straighten curves, then link to 99W.
I-5/I-205
Build an upper deck to Hwy 217 for express traffic.
• Add new interchange in/near
Improve Hwy 99W.
Wilsonville to access I-5 and I-205
Widen Hwy 26 all the way to Portland. (2)
• Widen Hwy 217
o Build 2nd tier freeway above existing Hwy 26, with
• Widen Hwy 26 from Brookwood Pkwy
capacity for light rail.
to OR 217
Improve access from Hwy 26 to I-5 North.
• Widen I-5 from Hwy 217 past
Wilsonville,
Address Sunset Tunnel bottleneck before widening Hwy 26.
•
Widen I-205 between I-5 and Oregon
Support new extension to Hwy 30, and extend even further
City
to I-5 Bridge and to PDX airport. (2)
• Prioritize new capacity for transit and
Alternatives to proposed new connection to Hwy 30:
freight
o Build a new bridge to replace Lewis and Clark Bridge
•
Dedicated truck on-ramps at key
to connect Hwy 30 with I-5 far north of Portland.
locations
o New bridge across Columbia River that connects Hwy
• Build a new connection to Hwy 30 and
30 with I-5 further north of Portland (ex: north of St.
Columbia Blvd from Germantown and
Helens, north of Sauvie Island). (4)
Kaiser Roads via a new road (at grade
o Need a way to get to Vancouver other than I-5. (2)
or tunnel) and a new bridge across the
Suggest extending the new Sherwood-to-Hillsboro
Willamette
highway north to Hwy 30 with a crossing into
Washington.
o Need new bridges across Willamette and Columbia Rivers.
o Build a tunnel outside the foothills of the Tualatin Mountains.
Instead of the proposed new limited access road, build a new road that gets I-5 traffic to
Hillsboro. Suggest a route that uses Roy Rogers, Scholls Ferry and River road corridors, and then
using Brookwood corridor to get to I-5.
Provide throughput in Hillsboro to avoid "dumping" traffic there from the proposed limited
access road.
Connect 99W to I-205 south of Wilsonville, as an alternative to the Boone Bridge.
Build an option to carry traffic from increased population in South Hillsboro and South Cooper
Mountain areas.
Build a new limited access Rd between Hillsboro and Yamhill County (closer to Newberg or
Yamhill).
Build a freeway along the edge of Washington/Yamhill counties (from west of Forest Grove to
south I-5). (2)
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•
•
•
•

Need east-west thoroughfares south and north of downtown Portland that avoid downtown.
Build dedicated lanes for commuters and freight trucks, and have those users pay for the cost
of improvements.
New Interchange that connects Cornelius Pass Rd to 99W.
Add many safe bicycle and pedestrian crossings over new throughways.

Comments on proposed investment ideas
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Support/prioritize the new limited access road between Hillsboro, Sherwood and I-5/I-20.5 (10)
o With added new connection to Hwy 30, will free up capacity on existing freeways. (2)
o Prioritize the new limited access road soon and reserve right of way (4)
Concern about new limited access road between Hillsboro, Sherwood and I-5/I-205. (21)
o Do not support, generally. (8) Has already been vetted and dismissed during the
Western Bypass process. (5)
o Impact to high-producing farmland and forest, and quality of life. (8)
o Make this an elevated road with no exits to avoid impacts to sensitive lands.
o Will bring increased traffic to the area. (2)
o Concern about impacts to land between Dairy Creek and McKay Creek (natural habitat
for migratory birds).
o It does not address congestion issues for existing, closer-in communities.
o Instead, upgrade Hwy 219 (save farmland).
o Would not serve the major employment centers (Intel and Nike) because its terminus is
too far away from place of work.
Prioritize widening Hwy 217. (4) Needs improvement, especially to move freight trucks.
Prioritize widening Hwy 26. (3)
Concern about widening Hwy 26 and Hwy 217, which will never have enough capacity.
Prioritize a new connection to Hwy 30 from US 26.
Concern about new connection to Hwy 30 and Columbia Blvd via Germantown. (18)
o Impacts to farmland, important wildlife habitat, and Forest Park. (10)
o Kaiser Road was not designed to handle the volume of traffic that a new road or tunnel
would generate.
o Does not seem necessary. Trucks should not be using Cornelius Pass Road.
o Need to protect rural areas and build within UGB, per legal agreements. (2)
Widening roads and freeways will cause more people to drive and contribute to more
congestion. (14)
o New capacity for transit and trucks should be exclusively for these uses, without added
auto capacity.
o We can’t build our way out of congestion.
o Building new roads and acquiring right of way is extremely costly and time consuming.
o Goal should be to reduce vehicle traffic, not encourage it. (3)
Support throughway widenings, generally. Should be our top priority.
Prioritize the Around the Mountain concept first. (16)
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•

•
•
•

o Then build the new limited access road between Hillsboro, Sherwood and I-5/I-205. (10)
o Then focus on some of these longer term throughway improvements. (6)
Good long term plan, but need short term relief now. (4)
o Especially in South Cooper Mountain area. (2)
o Need to improve Sherwood to Hillsboro connection in short term.
Autonomous vehicles will increase the need for roadway capacity.
Do not increase population density and extend UGB in a way that threatens farm and
agricultural resources. (2)
Concern about financial implications of all of these improvements.

Comments that pertain to other modal categories
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increased rail to move people and goods, to reduce need for capacity improvements.
Invest in ped/bike improvements. (4)
Improve mass transit. (6)
Support congestion pricing.
Focus on reducing number of cars and building denser development.
Prioritize major road/arterial improvements before building the new North-South throughways.
The more urgent need is to manage congestion to high-growth areas. (2)
Focus on incentivizing off-peak freight travel.
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8. Other Challenges
The online open house asked if there are there other transportation challenges the study should
consider. 37 people provided a response.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Look at short term improvements, not just long term.
Figure out how we can make the best use of existing infrastructure.
Connect the existing road network wherever possible. (2)
Look more seriously at reducing single occupancy vehicle travel. (4)
o Incentives or requirement for large employers to encourage employees to commute in
ways other than SOV travel.
o Learn why people travel alone, and address the root cause. (3)
o Incentives to employers who encourage telecommuting.
Plan for a future where vehicles that run on fossil fuels will become obsolete.
Incorporate solar technology into roadways.
Find ways to encourage non-peak travel.
Build a complete, safe bike/ped network.
Build more sidewalks.
Incorporate more traffic calming and speed regulation.
Make transit more affordable for users (ticket prices). (2)
Improve transit service.
Increase transportation safety for all users (Vision Zero).
Integrate land use.
o More neighborhoods with complete services, to encourage walking and biking. (2)
o Allow farms to co-exist with housing.
o Develop transportation plans for new residential and growth communities.
Consider earthquake resiliency.
Figure out how to fund improvements.
Find dedicated funding for non-road projects.
Increase the cost of driving by implementing a carbon or highway tax.
All modes should pay the true cost of their chosen travel mode.
Reduce the amount of urban traffic on rural roads.
Provide additional parking for vehicles.
Reduce the number of cars on 175th. (3)
Find ways to reduce congestion.
Plan for impacts of climate change.
Protect natural resources (clean air, water, farms, forests). (2)
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Question #3: Do you have any other comments?
30 people provided additional comments on the online house, and 21 people provided comments
through emails, letters, and the online comment form.
Many of the comments supported prioritizing some mode or transportation challenge
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Focus on reducing congestion and improving traffic flow. (2)
Improve bike infrastructure. (2)
Better planning for public transportation.
Prioritize sidewalks and safe walking. (2)
Prioritize active transportation.
Prioritize maintenance and fixing existing infrastructure.
Focus on pricing strategies, with all modes paying for their mode. (2)
o Develop innovative pay-as-you go pricing for all travel modes.
Important to bring land use and transportation strategies together, rather than looking at them
separately.

Some supported specific improvements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Support the North-South limited access freeway to address congestion. (2)
North-South limited access freeway should be within the Urban Reserves.
Building a new road through the West Hills would affect farmland and wildlife areas. (2)
o Alternative: Tunnel under the Tualatin Mountains to connect to Hwy 30.
Reduce travel speeds and traffic on 175th.
Focus on traffic calming and redistributing hours of traffic.
New road from Tualatin to East Lake Oswego.
Better visibility of paint lines on roads.
Prioritize coordinated traffic signals, especially along Hwy 217 and Scholls Ferry Rd.
Need better bike/ped facilities in Helvetia and other rural parts of Washington County to
provide transportation options other than driving.
Support the Around the Mountain concept to improve safety. (2)

Some provided suggestions for collaborations and partnerships
•
•

Collaborate with cities to encourage multi-use zoning.
Collaborate with other jurisdictions and private companies to develop smart Transportation
Demand Management strategies.

Comments related to values
•
•
•

Important to prioritize saving productive farmland and natural areas. (3)
o This including keeping freight and urban traffic on urban—not rural—roads
Maintain small town atmosphere of Hillsboro.
Prioritize safety and health of communities. Implement Vision Zero. (2)
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Comments related to evaluation process and measures
•

•

•
•

For the modeling to be informative, structure investment packages that are substantially
different and can show the different impact of travel demand reduction strategies (including
bike, ped, and transit projects) versus road capacity projects.
The study should answer the following questions with regard to land use:
o Effect on farmland and rural areas.
o Impact to growth and density in centers versus outlying areas.
o Costs for public agencies and individuals.
o Which areas of the County will be affordable.
o How much land would be used for roads and parking.
The study should determine if and to what extent the investment packages challenge or
contradict the rural reserves commitment (HB 4078). (3)
The evaluation should help determine how the investment packages relate to: walkability;
health and healthcare costs; equitable investment in neighborhoods of all income levels; safety
of children walking to school; and the time/cost to drivers who chauffeur non-drivers to
destinations because of lack of transportation options.

Comments on the three Transportation Investment Options
•

Option C has the real potential to take significant farm acreage, bisect multiple agricultural
communities, bring additional conflicts to the movement of farm machinery, among other
negative agricultural impacts.

Other comments
•
•
•
•
•
•

Concern that the study has too big of an assumption that Intel will have the same or larger
economic and demographic impact as today.
The study has done a good job of including the best improvements to study (2)
Involve the whole community in this study, beyond the online survey tool
Rural interests appear underrepresented on the Study Advisory Committee
Concern that the online open house questions appear biased against vehicle travel
Thank you! (2)
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Question #4: Demographic and travel-related information
The online open house asked participants to provide information about the way they travel, how they
heard about the online open house, and select demographic information.
9. ZIP Code of Primary Residence
279 people provided their zip codes. Most said they live in the Beaverton, Hillsboro, and Tigard/Tualatin
areas. The following chart lists all zip codes provided by participants.
Zip Codes

Corresponding Area

Number of responses

97003, 97005, 97006, 97007, 97008,
97078

Beaverton-Aloha

98

97113, 97116, 97119, 97133

Cornelius/Forest Grove,
Gaston, North Plains

20

97123, 97124

Hillsboro and surrounding
areas

56

97062, 97140, 97223, 97224

Tigard, Tualatin,
Sherwood, King City,
Durham

31

97229

Bethany/NW Portland

22

97070
97106
97225
97201, 97202, 97203, 97204, 97205,
97231, 97211, 97213, 97214, 97219,
97281, 97221, 97239
97056

Wilsonville
Banks area
Beaverton/SW Portland
Portland

2
2
7
29

Scapoose/Vernonia

1

10. Do you live in Washington County?
265 respondents answered this question. 226 (85%) said they live in Washington County, and 39 (15%)
said they do not live in Washington County.

11. Do you work or go to school in Washington County?
260 respondents answered this question. 175 (67%) said they work or go to school in Washington
County, and 86 (33%) said they do not work or go to school in Washington County.
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12. How long is your typical one-way commute to work or school?
257 respondents answered this question. 126 (49%) said their commute is less than 30 minutes, and 67
(26%) said their commute is between 30 and 60 minutes. 22% said they don’t commute.

Number of responses

How long is your typical one-way commute to
work or school?
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

126
67

Less than 30
minutes

30-60 minutes

57
7

0

More than 1
hour, less than
2 hours

More than 2
hours

I don’t
commute

13. How do you usually commute to work or school?
270 respondents answered this question. Most (60%) said that they drive alone. 10% carpool, 12% take
transit, 10% bike, and 7% walk.

Number of responses

How do you usually commute to work or school?
200

161

150
100
50

28

33

28

20

Drive with
others

Take public
transportation

Bicycle

Walk

0
Drive alone

Mode

Mode Other: Some people said they usually commute using other modes, including:
•
•
•
•

Work at home (6)
Retired (5)
Public transportation limited with poor parking access at Sunset transit center (2)
Drive during winter, mostly bike the rest of the time
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14. How did you hear about this online open house?

How did you hear about this online open house?
Other
21%

Email from
Washington
County
37%

Word of
Mouth
38%

News Article
4%

Most people heard about the online open house via email and by word of mouth. Some said they heard
about the online open house through some “other” means, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Email (12)
175th Ave. Neighborhood Assn. (3)
Westside Economic Alliance (2)
BTA (2)
City of Hillsboro (5)
Norwood neighborhood blog
SW Trails email newsletter (2)
Save Helvetia (2)
Social Media (7)
Nextdoor (4)
Other (2)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CPO mailing
CPO-6
Flyer in my door
Ibach CIO
Paper notice at Sherwood, OR City Hall.
PMAR
Postcard handout
Rob Dixon COH (2)
Was paid to do this
Web Site
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15. What is your age?
204 respondents indicated their age range. They most commonly said that they are between 55 to 64
years old.

How old are you?
Number of responses

60
50

49

46

42

40

35

30

20

20
10

3

3

12-17

18-24

6

0
25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65-74

75 and
older

16. With which gender do you identify?
219 respondents answered this question. 112 (52%) said they are male, and 103 (47%) said they are
female.

17. What is your total annual household income?

$100,000 to $149,999

55

Income

$75,000 to $99,999

27

$50,000 to $74,999

44

$35,000 to $49,999

20

$25,000 to $34,999

8

Less than $25,000

6
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

Number of responses
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18. What languages do you speak at home?
223 people answered this question. 202 (91%) said they speak only English at home. 14 people (6%) said
they speak Spanish at home, and 7 people (3%) said they speak some other language at home.
Other languages listed include: Russian, French, German, Hebrew, Farsi and Punjabi.

What languages do you speak at home?
6%

3%

91%
English

Spanish

Other

19. What is your race/ethnicity?
214 people answered this question. Most (84%) said they are Caucasian. 6% said they are Hispanic, and
3% said they are Asian.
Asian
3%
Hispanic
6%

Other Unknown/Decline
1%
5%

African-American
(Not of Hispanic
origin)
1%

Caucasian (Not of
Hispanic origin)
84%
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